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Spelman Fires Teacher
Who Worked With SNCC
ATLANTA, GA. — A famed
history professor at Spelman
ajollege and a member of the'.udent Nonviolent Coordinat-
ing Committee's executive
committee was fired here
without warning on June 4.
Howard Zinn, chairman of
Spelman College's history de-
partment, received a letter
Tuesday morning from Presi-
dent Albert Manley telling him
his "services were no longer
needed." Dr. Zinn, now in
New Jersey where he will
teach for the summer, told
SNCC officials that he was
on tenure, and that no reason
was given for his dismissal- He
said that college officials told
him he was to vacate his
apartment by June 30.
James Forman, SNCC exec-
utive committee member,
wrote to President Manley
urging him to reconsider
Zion's dismissal "both for the
Oiod of Spelman College and
for the good of the movement
for human dignity in Atlanta
and in the South."
Forman cited Zinn's contri-
butions to the civil rights
movement, mentioning two
pamphlets he wrote for the
Southern Regional Council
about the Albany (Ga.) Move-
ment.
Zinn said before he left that
he was considering taking the
case to the American Asso-
ciation of University Profes-
sors to determine whether le-
gal regulaiions regarding his
tenure had been violated.
Zinn had been director of
the college's Non-Western pro-
gram, in which several well-
known speakers had come to
address campus audiences
about the Orient. He had also
been the moderator for the
Atlanta University complex'
Town Meeting series, where
local citizens and students de-
bated current issues.
600 Pack Nall For 'Recognition'
Program By Ninth Demo League
An estimated 600 local Dem-
ocrats packed the recreation
room at Universal Life In-
surance building beyond stand-
ing room to participate in a
"job-recognition" program, last
Wednesday night. Hundreds
left after they could not push
their way into the overcrowd-
ed area. The meeting was
sponsored by the Ninth Con-
gressional Federation of Dem-
ocratic Leagues.
Dr. Hollis Price, president
of LeMoyne college, who was
the featured speaker, told the
enthusiastic crowd: "Civil
rights is in the forefront of
Negroes.' thinking today. It is
an aspect in their develop-
ditent." Politics is important
..1 this area, because it leads
to job opportunities and jobs
are tremendously important.
And job situations in our lives
are not very good."
At this point in the speech,
the audience suddenly burst
forth with applause.
• The college president went
on to say: "Lack of education
and job discrimination ac-
counts for the bad economical
condition of many of our peo-
ple. Despite the many ad-
vancements made by our peo-
ple, the advancements have
not helped the unemployable.
Dr. Price continued: "Every-
body who is going to do some-
thing progressively effective
in our society must have some-
thing to do with politics."
"Memphis, in this current
sea of racial tension, is some-
what of an island of peace
to itself." He then likened
Wemphis to the eye-of-a-hur-
ricane. He said "the eye of a
hurricane is the quietest part
of a hurricane. Yet it moves.
We are moving here in Mem-
phis but we have not caused
a hurricane of racial tension.
This has been brought about
because the Negro has been
recognized as a person, as a
citizen—and now he is being
given greater opportunity for
employment."
Price urged Negroes to pre-
pare themselves well by be-
coming more efficient. Many
Negroes today have better jobs
because they pushed for them
and officials did not say "we
ain't got to do it." This will
make Memphis a great city,"
concluded Dr. Price.
Also speaking briefly were
Capt. Kenneth Turner, execu-
tive director of the Youth
Guidance Commission who
mentioned a handbook recent-
ly edited by him. The bogie
is entitled "Youth and You."
Frank Sain, director of per-
sonnel at the Main Post Office
praised Mathew Thornton, Jr.,
assistant personnel director,
for "doing a good job in the
areas of race and employment
relations. Albert Mable, fore-
man in the city's sanitation
department, which is under
Commisisoner William "Bill"
Farris, told of the advance-
ment made in the department
by Negroes. Detective Ben
Whitney of the City Police De-
partment, reviewed the his-
tory of Negro policemen in
Memphis. He said it was Oct.
11, 194C ethen the first 13 Ne-
gro men were hired as police-
men. Only three are still on
the force, he said. He went on
to say that "Negro policemen
are not given special treat-
ment, they are treated just
like other city policemen." He
introduced Officers Wendell
Robinson, Tom Marshall, Ru-
fus J. Turner and others. Whit-
ney went on to say that the
jobs were made possible be-
cause of community interest.
H. A. GILLIAM
Another speaker was H. A.
Gilliam, a vice president of
Universal Life Insurance com-
pany and an executive of the
Ninth Congressional District
Federation of Democratic
Leagues. He said, while giving
recognition to the various Ne-
See 600, Page 2
Great Concern Among Negroes
Over Dismissal Of First U. S.
Deputy Marshal In Nashville
NASHVILLE — The SUM- has also served in the U. S.
mary dismissal of Jesse H
Fanroy, Jr., the first Negro
appointed in Middle District
o
f Tennessee as a U. S. Depu-
Marshal, has caused great
Concern among Negro Demo-
crats in Nashville.
Elmer W. Disspayne, U. S.
Marshal in the district, is
reported to have said "Fan-
roy was dismissed because
he lacked police experience."
However, sources close to
Disspayne said that he has
"indicated that he did not
want Negroes working as de-
puty marshals."
Requirement for being a
marshal, states that "if an ap-
plicant lack seven years ex-
perience as a policeman, then
four years of college work is
needed.
Fanroy, reportedly, is a
graduate of Tennessee State
A & I State university and
has worked as a vocational
gandance officer at Peikville
School for Negro delinquent
boys, prior to his appoint-
ent as a U. S. Deputy Mar-
ini, nearly a year ago. He job.
Armed Forces.
Atty. Robert E. Lillard, a
Democrat who campaigned in
32 counties for the Kennedy-
Johnson ticket, is reported to
be disturbed by Fanroy's dis-
missal. Lillard pointed out
that it is difficult to find Ne-
gro men in the Nashville
area with seven years of po-
lice experience because only
recently have Negroes been
privileged to be hired as law
enforcement officers.
Lillard, who is also president
of the Tennessee Federation
of Democratic League, a state-
wide orgailization, said, when
contracted: "I will not make
a statement concerning Fan-
roy's dismissal until I have
had time to contact Senator
Albert Gore, who was not in
his Washington office when
attempted to contact him
there earlier this week."
Lillard was instrumental in
Fanroy obtaining the appoint-
ment June 10, 1962. He was
dismissed several days before
his first anniversary on the
"The South's Independent Weekly" cs,
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KISS FOR LeMOVNE HONOR GRADUATE — Floyd L.
Weakley of Millington. a mathematics major who was
graduated from LeMoyne ('ollege last week with honor
and with distinction, receives an affectionate kiss from
Miss Ava Q. Addison of 421 Lauderdale. Miss Addison
received the bachelor of science degree in education.
Weakley will enter the University of Arizona in Septem-
ber. (See Additional Story On Page 5).
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LeMoyne Starts AA •
Summer Session mess. Supreme Court
Friday June 14
College this Friday, June 14
simultaneously at LeMoyne Frees NAACP LeaderTwo summer sessions begin
One session is for five weeks,
and the other runs eight weeks.
The first day will be limitedj
to registration from 9 a. m. to
4 p. m. Clesses begin Saturday
and will be held six days a
%vs.* from 8 a. m. to 2 p. m.
Mrs. Margaret Bush-McWil-
li,ms said the summer faculty
will consist of the college's reg-
ular faculty members olus three
visiting professors. Mrs. Mc-
Williams is registrar and direc-
tor of the summer school.
Visiting professors are Miss
Pearl Vaughn, formerly of Le-
Moyne and now a member of
the Grambline College faculty;
George D. Clark, Jr., principal
of A. B. Hill Elementary school,
And Herbert W. Robinson, prin-
cipal of Caldwell Elementary
aahool. All are holders of mas-
ter's degrees.
Miss Vauoiln will he at
JACKSON, Miss. In an unusual
move the Mississippi Supreme Court this
week ruled on the side of justice and re-
versed the conviction of a lower court
against NAACP State President Aar011
Henry of Clarksdale.
Henry was convicted in May, 1962
by Bolivar County Court on a morals
charge and sentenced to 60 days in prison
and a fine of $250. The reversal was hand-
ed down on June 3.
NAACP attorneys immediately ap-
pealed the case charging that Henry had
been unlawfully arrested, that his auto-
mobile was unlawfully searched, that the
affidavit on which he was tried in the
lower court was illegal and defective and
that there was no corroborating evidence
to support the charge against him.
In its ruling upsetting the lower court's
1 5c
conviction, the Mississippi Supreme Court
found that the evidence used in the trial
was obtained illegally.
Henry's car was searched while the
NAACP leader woe being held in jail and
without a search warrant.
At the time of the original conviction,
NAACP Executive Secretary Roy Wilkins
denounced the proceedings as "a frame-up
caluculated to intimidate civil rights
fighters in Mississippi."
Dr. Henry's militant leadership in the
state le.s long been a source of concern
for Mississippi white segregationists. Sev-
eral other attempts have been made to
harass the NAACP official into silence.
The most recent attempt occurred in early
April when a bomb was thrown through
window of his home causinc damage
of $1,000.
Moyne during the 
qvn.jttn. She will he filr7Ziereke New Tennessee Sales And Use Tax Explained Here
of recreational swimming and
• will teach two classes: 1.‘", ^0IM' The 3 per m eeit Tennssee grented mPC to 
ninclude This will be a ew experi-
Don't Stand In A Long Line To land Practice of Organized Play Sales and Use Tax on tele- the tax in their total without ence for laundries and drysnd Orientation to Recreation. phone, telegraph, water, gas,
Clark is signed for the eight- electricity, fuel oil, coal and
week session and will tem+ other energy fuels became ef-
American Public School and
c,irrieultim Planning and Prac-
One Of Four New Sub -Stations ece. will ti.nr.,1
AUL01110b1 le tillS tl Who must
renew their driver license on
or before July .1. don't nec-
essarily have to stand in a
long line at the County Court-
house. Other than at the Fair.
grounds four other sub-sta-
tions have been established
by County Court Clerk Hick-
man Ewing.
The four sub-stations lit-;
located at: Oates Manor Hous-
ing Project, 1157 N. Manassas
St.; Victory Funeral Home. 871
Marchalniel St.; Union Pro-
tective Insurance Company
North Memphis District office,
2167 Chelsea Ave. and Ware's
Supermarkei. 226 W. Brooks
Rd. in the Walker Hmnes sub-
division.
All drivers who live or work
in or near the above sub-sta-
tions are urged to renew their
driver license at one of the
sub-stations, which ere open
from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon-
day through Friday.
The four new siM stations,
employing a to,a1 of 17 young
Negro women, were establish-
ed after it was suggested to
Ewing by the Ninth Congres-
sional District Chapter of the
Tennessee Federation of Dem-
ocratic Leagues. The women
started working June 6 and
will continue until July 1. This
is the first time that Negroes
have been hired in this capac-
ity.
Ewing is reported to have
said that a spot-check of the
sub-stations revealed that
many persons had avoided
a down-town trip to renew
their driver license by buying
them at one of the above sub-
stations. He was complimenta-
ry of the efficiency of the sub-
stations.
The cost of driver license
this year is $4 which is $2
more than before.
announces Mrs. Daisey Mc-
Queen, chairman of the affair.
The affair is open to the pub.
lie. Mrs. JosePhine Gipson is
esident of the Patroness
Poard.
AMBASSADOR WIIARTON HONORED —
Clifton R. Wharton, secend from left, U. S.
Ambassador to Norway and first Negro
ever to hold ambassadorial rank in this
country, ieceives Hororary Doctor of Laws
degree at Boston University's annual Com-
mencement exercises at Boston University
Field last week. At right is President Harold
C. Case of the University, who conferred the
degree. Placing hood over the Ambassador's
heed ace Dean Horatio M. LaFauci of the,
Uurversity's College of Baste Studies, left,
and Bran Jehn McDowell of the School of
Social Work, second from right. (HU Photo
Service)
onal psychology during the
en week session.
Simmer courses offered by
teeMevne include ehilosenhy
and religion, English and liter-
Attire, hfialth and nhysical ed-
ucation, professional education,
music and art. histoey. geog-
raphy, economics and mathe-
meties. 113sie accounting also
will be offered.
fective June 1, 1963, and ap-
plies to the first invoicing or
billing on or after June 1st.
Manufacturers, who qualify,
may apply and receive author-
itization to purchase their wat-
er and energy fuels at a 1 per
cent rate rather than the
standard 3 per cent rate. This
concession does not include
telephone and telegraph. The
manufacturer does not have to
segregate his water or energy
fuel to receive the 1 per cent
rate.
There are certain conditions
Nvhere the water or energy
Fashions & Tea By fuel becomes part of the prod-
net, as water in soft drinks,
Patroness Board , and the manufacturer could
receive an exemption for that
Patroness Board Members of
. part of the water or energy
the Sigma Gamma Rho sorority fuel. This would be where the
are set for a Four Season Fash- separate metering would come
ionette & Tea. Sunday, June into play.
16 from 4 to 7 p. m., at the
or'ority house. 805 Saxon ave., NOT SUBJECT TO TAX
Not all the charges made by
utility companies are subject
to the tax. "Out-of-State" long
distance telephone and tele-
graph charges, are not subject
to the Sales and Use Tax.
Some utility companies have
an "Amortization" charge for
the retirement of debt or for
capital expenditures, as part
of their charges to their cus-
tomers. This "Amortization"
charge, when shown separate-
ly is not subject to the tax.
Some water companies in-
clude a charge for "Sewage"
and-or "Garbage Collection"
as part of the water bill. These
service charges are not sub-
ject to the tax when they
are shown separately. Most
Minty companies have a "net,"
if paid by a certain date and
a "eross" amount due is paid
after that date.
The difference between the
"net" and the "gross" is con-
sidered a "penalty" charge for
late payment. The Tennessee
Sales and Use Tax does not
apply to penalty, interest, or
other forms of carrying charg-
es when these are shown sep-
arately.
SHOW TAX PAID
Normally, the amount of the
Sales and Use Tax is required
to be shown separately on all
invoicing or billings. However,
some of the utility companies
have requested and been
Fayette County Sharecroppers Still Suffer
SOMERVILLE — Evictions of
sharecroppers are suit taking
place in Fayette County, ac-
cording to John McFerren,
president of the Original Fay-
ette County Civic and Welfare
League, Inc., despite the Fed-
eral Court Case last year
which was settled out of court.
McFerren said "the only dif-
ference between now and two
years ago, is that the land-
lords don't talk about voter
registration now. They talk
only about mechanization, but
It still means you're out." He
added "mechanization is
bound to come. But it came
all of a sudden here when we
registered to vote. Hundred-s
of families here and in Hay-
wood County are staying in
their sharecropper • house but
they have no land to. farm.
They get government surplus
food and they don't report
these things to the Justice De-
partment.
"They are afraid. The gov-
ernment surplus food was stop-
ped for many last year when
local administrators took
over."
McFerren also said "the last
families have moved out of
the two Tent Cities, which
were established in 1960 when
the first Negro families were
forced out of their homes. The
League is presently attempt-
ing to construrt a concrete-
block Community Center to
provide a meeting place and
to make available space for a
doctor and dentist office in the
building."
DEATH RATE
Some Negroes who register-
ed are still boycotted from
medical services. According to
Shepherd Towles, a member
of the League's Board and the
farmer who provided the land
for Tent City. The death rate
has increased noticeably since
the registration movement be-
gan, especially among old
peoples. There have been sev-
eral cases where doctors have
neglected patients badly or
where they just didn't treat
Negroes like human beings.
The Community Center is
also needed for many phases
of community improvement
which neither the local gov-
ernment nor the professional
Negroes have provided: classes
in adult education, recreation
facilities, and a kindergarten.
"One of our great problems,"
states the Rev. June Dawdy,
vice president of the Original
League, "Is that so few of our
professional Negroes have tak-
en part in our efforts toward
first class citizenship.
"There is hardly any other
minister in the movement out
of 160 school teachers, not
over a dozen have registered
to vote. So our movement
must be carried on by the
poorer and the less educated
Negroes," said Rev. Dowdy.
EXCHANGE STUDENTS
The League purchased two
acres of land for the Commu-
nity Center last year and has
raised to date $2,$53 toward
the 40x70-foot first wing of
this building, which will cost
approximately $7,000. Work-
camp groups have come from
outside the county to help
with the construction of the
center, which to them and to
members of the League is a
symbol of progress for human
rights in Fayette County.
Three Workcamps have been
held here, sponsored by the
Fayette County Workcamp
Project which is coordinated
in Cincinnati. Ohio, and by
the International Voluntary
Service, The American Group
of Service Civil International,
Workcampers have come from
coordinated in Chicago, III.
13 colleges: Smith college,
Mass.; Sarah Lawrence col-
lege, New York; Haverford
college, Pa.; Swarthmore col-
lege, Pa.; Oberlin college,
Ohio; Wooster college, Ohio;
Western college, Ohio; Uni-
versity of Michigan; Universi-
ty of Chicago; University of
Illinois; University of South-
ern Illinois, Colorado State
Teachers college, and Florence
State college, Alabama.
Exchange students have at-
tended whose home are as
distant as Germany and Afri-
ca. All work-campers lived
in the homes of local Negroes.
separately showing t h e
amount of the tax.
Generally, this permission
was granted on the basis that
the utility company's billing
machinery was operating at
capacity and could not handle
the additional printing to show
the tax and another total on
the invoices or bills. However,
those granted this permission
must have a statement printed
on their invoices or bills no-
tifying their customers that
the total charge does include
the Tennessee Sales and Use
Tax.
Prior to June 1, 1963, coal,
fuel oil and some other energy
fuels were taxed at the 3 per
cent rate. For some manufac-
turers, this change will mean
a reduction from 3 per cent to
1 per cent tax rate on their
use of coal and those energy
fuels that were taxed, and in
some cases they will now be
exempt entirely from the sales
and use tax. Therefore, for
some manufacturers this
change will result in a "cost
reduction."
Energy fuel and water which
comes in direct contact with
the product being manufactur-
ed and which is expended in
the course of such contact,
may' qualify for total exemp-
tion under the new amend-
ments, if separately metered.
However, the manufacturer
must have specific authoriza-
tion and furnish his supplier
with such authorization to
make exempt purchases.
Application forms, or infor-
mation, may be secured by di
reeling your requests to: State
of Tennessee, Department of
Revenue, Sales and Use Tax
Division, War Memorial Build-
ing, Nashville 3, Tennessee,
Effective June 1, 1963, and
thereafter laundries and dry
cleaners will collect the 3 per
cent sales tax for their serv-
ices, report and remit same to
the State Department of Rev-
enue.
cleaners, and here is the pro-
cedure. Request Form STA 1 -
Application for Sales and Use
Tax Certificate of Registration.
Fill out this form and return
it to the Department of Reve-
nue along with $1.00 Registra-
tion Fee. You will then be
mailed; (1) Your Registration
Certificate containing your
registration number (2) Copies
of Form STA 5 - Blanket Cer-
tificate of Resale and (3) STA
3 - Sales Tax Return - will be
mailed you monthly.
Your Registration Certifi-
cate and Number must be pub-
licly displayed at your place
of business. If you have branch
locations, each of these must
be registered separately. You
will need to fill out and de-
liver to your suppliers, copies
of Form STA 5 - Blanket Cer-
tificate of Resale, for not all
of your supplies will now be
taxed to you.
Formerly, your suppliers
were required to add and col-
lect the Sales and Use Tax on
all of your supplies. Some of
these items now become a part
of the product you deliver to
your customer, and your cus-
tomer is now paying the tax.
Therefore, you will be able to
purchase these supply items
on a Resale Certificate, ex-
empting you from paying the
tax on these items.
Address correspondence and
request forms and-or informa-
tion to: State of Tennessee,
Department of Revenue, Sales
and Use Tax Division, War
Memorial Building, Nashvi.le.
Chicken Ordinance
WINNER, S. D. — (UPI) —
When Jerome Neyens com-
plained to police that a neigh-
bor's chickens were scratching
holes in his flower garden, the
city attorney got busy and lo-
cated an old ordinance pro-
hibiting chickens from running
loose in the city limits.
CONGRATULATIONS FROM WHITE HOUSE — When Miss
Annie Ruth Terrell of S91-1 Brown Mall got ready to send
out invitations for her graduation from Rooker T. Wash-
ington High school with the class of 1963, she included
President and Mrs. J. F. Kennedy on her list. She was
pleasingly surprised to receive a message on Saturday which
re-ad, "Congratulations on your graduation. The President
joins me in extending warm good wishes to eau always."
It was signed "Jacqueline Kennedy."
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AT JOHN GASTON Maurice.
HOSPITAL Mr. aria Mrs. Ludie Tynes,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Stan- 1442 Valse; boy, Porter.
chard, 666 Court; boy, Jerry June 4
Lee. Mr. and Mrs. Suggest Jones,
285 Vollentine; boy, Rockey.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hill.
1401 N. Decatur; girl, Roberta.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Anderson,
1278 Empire; girl, Brenda
Joyce.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Bolden,
381 N. Manassas; boy, Curtis.
June 5
Mr. and Mrs. John Jon-as,
1216 Tunica; boy, Cecil Kyle.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Page,
214',i W. Utah; girl, Lenora
Fay.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Eason,
404 Able; girl, Terri Kay.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hender-
son, 1719 Marble; girl, Shirley
Franklin, 2198 Stovall; gala Ann.
Lula Mae. Mr. and Mrs. James Milli-
June I
Mr. an rs. d M Bobby L. ta Sh 9e
n, 3a6-C Porter; girl, Tamara Research Lubricates Space-Age Progress
Hines, 384 Jones, a girl, Mary Mr. and Mrs. Justice Thom-
as, 327 Linden; boy, Kenneth
Mr. and Mrs. Lee A. Car- Perry.
ter, 17 Farrow; boy, Michael Mr. and Mrs. Booker Guy,
Dwayne. • 348-H S. Fourth; girl, Tina
Mr. and Mis. Earlia Brad- Marcelle.
ford, 1514 N. Second; girl, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mc-
Gwendolyn Yvonne. 
K
ennedy BansDonald, 2361 Silver; girl, Mel-
Mr. and Mrs. Wade A. Scott, lony Rosetta.
2466 Dexter; boy, Adrian De- Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Mc- D. . .
THREE
Ilaving averted blindness by wearing safe-
ty glasses, three employees of the Memphis
Army Depot were inducted into the Wise
Owl Club of America. From left to right,
receiving lifetime membership certificates
from Col. M. F. Vaughn, executive officer
WISE OWLS
ot the depot, are J. R. Scott, 1601 Echles;
R. B. Hardaway, 150 Temple, and W. N.
Norfleet, 755 William. Of the more than
25,000 members in the Wise Owl club, 12
are at Memphis Army Depot.
StorkStops
aLiy"
May 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hen-
derson, 757 Scott; girl, Cynthia
Yvonne.
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Henderson,
519 Hampton; girl, Carla Pa-
trice.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. Beale,
293 Decatur; boy, Jimmy Ri-
cardo.
Mr. and Mrs. William L.
Taylor, 696 Marechalneil; girl,
Jacqueline Eunice.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Starks,
769 Saxon; girl, Pamela De-
nise.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie L.
Yonna. Grease research may sound
old-fashioned in the Space Age,
but among those who know its
importance are these scientists
Clendon, 1357 Orleans; boy, iscrmunation
Mr. and Mrs. Willie McGirt, Michael Antonio.
557 E. Crump; boy, Gilbert Mr. and Mrs. Robert Free-
Darnell. man, 1979 Person; girl, Trudy On Fed JobsMr. and Mrs. James A. Ad- Marcella.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Reed,
Danetta. J2844 Park; girl, Era Teresa.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Thomas, June 6
690 E. Georgia; girl, Rosie Mr. and Mrs. James Oliver,
Mae. 1492 S. Lauderdale, a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Legrone, Mr. and Mrs. Burnie Mul-
198 Keel; boy Howard. drow, 769 St. Paul; girl, Ra- in employment on federally-
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Lamar,Ichael Denise. financed construction jobs and
778 Hazelwood; A. J. Jr. Mr. and Mrs. John Kearney, in federally-aided apprentice-
ship training programs was
welcomed.
ams, 770 Alaska; girl, Tunis
Jun* 2
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Nelson,
1306 Mississippi; boy, Dwayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Jones,
939 Speed; girl, Angela Sa-
retta.
Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Anderson, 2959 Hale; boy, Rod-
ney Rene-a.
1536 13..uce; girl, Shirley
Anne.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Deberry,
3023 Calvert; boy, Isaac Ed-
ward.
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Meeks,
3148 Millwood; girl, Monica
Yvette.
Mr. and Mrs. Navosha Rich-
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Da- mod, 1323 S. Orleans; boy,
vis, 4905 William Arnold; boy, 'Eric Bernard.
Michael. Mr. and Mrs. Rube Horton,
Mr. and Mrs. Clancy Wal- 1391 S. Orl-aans; a girl.
lace, 761 Dallas. girl, Lillian
Ann.
June 3
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E.
Buckner, 836 Heiskell; girl,
Shunita.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C.
Poindexter-, 363 Driver; girl,
Patricia Kay.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. Dean,
709 E. Georgia; boy, Anthony
•
NEW YORK - President
Kennedy's announcement last
week that the Federal govern-
ment will take steps to stop
discrimination against Negroes
The President revealed his
plans in a statement released
in Washington on June 4. The
announcement followed termi-
nation last week of the Phila-
delphia NAACP branch's suc-
cessful mass picketing of a
school contruction site to break
the color bar against skilled
Negro construction workers.
Jackie Robinson In a statement issued atter
'the President's announcement,
Hurt In Auto Crash Mrs. Wilkins, executive secres
MOUNT VERNON N. Y. - tary of the NAACP, said that
(UPI) - Jackie Robinson, for-
mer baseball star, was slightly
injured in a three car accident
on Westchester County's cross-
the steps indicated by Mr.
Kennedy "are precisely those
urged by the NAACP upon
country Parkway near here, both the 
Eisenhower and Ken-
The Finest Parties In Memphis
are held aboard the Memphis Queen. Available
for charter at any time except during public
cruise hours.
Everyone is invited to take a one-hour 40-min.
trip on the Mississippi River at 9:00 A.M. every-
day, except Sunday
2:30 P.M. every day
4.30 P.M. Sat. and Sun.
CALL CAPT. TOM MEANLEY
JA 7-5694 EX 7-3664
at Humble Oil da Refining
Company's affiliated Esso Re-
search Center in Linden, N. J.
From left above, Jerome Pan-
zer, Arnold Morway, Rudolph
Kassinger and James Nixon
are engaged in en international
research effort by grease scien-
tists in this country, Europe
and Canada.
The demand brought about
by literally thousands of indi-
,vidual and industrial uses once
made it necessary for Humble,
chief domestic affiliate of
Standard Oil Company (New
Jersey), to manufacture and
market more than 800 different
greases. Multi-purpose lubri-
cants, developed by researchers
in recent years, have lowered
the number to about 300.
Now one of the main chal-
lenges scientists face is to find
a lubricant which will with-
stand the harsh conditions en-
countered by space rockets.
One Esso Research scientist re-
cently stated the problem
briefly but dramatically by
saying:
"The first man on the moon
could open the door of his space
rocket - and never get it
nedy administrations."
Apprenticeship training pro-
grams, he pointed out, "are
certified by the Federal gov-
ernment and receive financial
assistance from the Department
of Health, Education and Wel-
fare.
n Ronza's
CENTRIIT. AVE. LIQUORS
2159 CENTRAL AT COOPER ER 6-7573
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
L.4RGE l' 4R h I NG IKEA G.3=141
"SHOP CENTRAL - AND SAVE"
SATTELLITE
RECORD SHOP
926 E. McLemore Avenue
1425 Hollywood Street
A Variety of New and Old Records
of Your Choice
WE DELIVER A PURCHASE OF
$4.00 OR MORE
IF YOU WANT IT WE HAVE IT
RECORDS AND ALBUMS YOU LIKE
BEST TO HEAR
DID YOU KNOW THAT HOMES FOR SALE BY F.H.A. ARE AVAILABLE TO YOU AT 3°o 
DOWN
and UP to 30 years to pay balance
2 Bed Rooms
1747 Shadov,lawn
2147 Lyons
1749 Benning
1717 Preston
5001 Franklin Lane
3 Bed Rooms
4373 N. Hollywood
4380 N. Hollywood
600 Ledbetter
648 Ledbetter
942 Ledbetter
THIS IS SOME EXAMPLES:
Price Down Monthly, Const.
$8.000 $250 $45.00 ASH
$6,300 $200 835.60 WS
$7.750 $250 $43.77 ASH
$7.750 $250
$10,750 $350 
$43 77 ASB
$61 28 Per Stone
$7,250 $250 $40.86 WS
$7.500 $250 $42.31 WS
610,700 $350 $61.28 BV
$11,250 $350 $64.20 BV
88.000 4250 $4500 BV
4 Bed Rooms
1461 Lydia
1464 Pope
1966 Walker
123 West Dison
1544 Buntyn
3661 Derby Drive
3186 Aden
4994 Franklin Lane
1883 Wendy Drive
3563 Ladue
330 Picket, Road
4614 Applegate
$5,150 $200 $34 73 ASH
$7,900 $250 $44.65 BY
88.500 $250 $48.15 BV
86.400 8250 $35 89 By
$9.250 $300 $52.23 BV
$11.500 $350 $64.20 BV
812.750 8400 872.95 BV
812.750 $400 $72.95 BY
$11.200 $350 $64.20 WS
$12.500 $400 $70.03 BV
$11.250 $400 $70.03 BV
$15,750 $500 $90.46 BV
CALL FRANK BRAUGHER, Sales Mgr., or any of our courteous salesmen.
CORNETTE REALTY CO. INC.
334 Vance Ave. PHONE: 525-1861
527-9258
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SCHOLARSHIP WINNER
Willie N. Gaskin, second from right, was
awarded the 50th Ward Civic club's $100
scholarship when he graduated from
Carver High school recently, and present-
ing the award to him is E. L. Young, pres-
ident of the club. Looking on at left from
600
groes who have recently ob-
tained employment in areas
where Negroes heretofore have
been denied;
"Any political organization
that cann,t obtain jobs for its
people is not worthy of re-
spect. Leadership in the Ninth
rocket flight was simulated on Congressional District Federa-
a computer to determine the
precise properties such a lubri-
cant must have. At the above
evaluation session with his Es-
so Research Center colleagues.
Dr. Nixon (far right) discusses
the endurance characteristics of
a conventional crease. A grad-
uate of Virgioia State college
Petersburg, Va., and Cornell
university, where he earned
his doctorate, he lives in Eliza-
beth, N. J.
hors of Democratic Leagues is
doing rather well in obtaining
jobs for its people. If I were
not qualified to make this
statement. I would not make
it." He introduced a number of
persons.
Rev. Alexander Gladney,
Atty. H. T. Lockard, president
of the loaal political chapter,
Frank Ki.patrick, W. C. Pat-
ton of tne national NAACP,
and Atty. S. A Wilbun, spoke
briefly.Warner Temple I Presidieg at the program
To Celebrate
closed again." The reason is
that the lack of atmosphere at
the moon's surface could cause
conventional oils and greases
to evaporate and leave the
open door "frozen."
A successful space lubricant
is now under development, as
a result of studies in which
was Lawrence S. Wade, secre-
tary of the local Democratic
chapter.
10th Anniversary Opelika, Ala., will be the guest
speaker at the 11 a.m. services.
At a 3 p.m. program, the Rasp-
berry Singers from Opelika,
will be featured. The public is
invited.
Rev. W. J. Neal is pastor of
the church. E. Tatum is gen-
eral chairman of the celebra-
Warner Temple AME Zion
church, 917 Mississippi Blvd.,
plans to celebrate the 10th an-
niversary of the church being
located at its present site. The
celebration is set for Sunday,
June 16.
Rev I. W. Raspberry of
FOREIGN JOBS
Foreign employment nffers men and women choice of 19 countries-free
transportation---special tax benefits-bonuses- liberal vacations-And
a most unique way of life in government careers or with American
companies, their subsidiaries. Over half a million Americans work and
live exceptionally well outside the U.S.A. You ..an earn up to $1,609
per month paid in l'.S. currency. For camplete informatinn send $2 to
Foreign Proteets, P. 0. Box 1915, Beverly 'Tiffs, Calif.
CALIFORNIA JOBS
Thousands or nee job openings now in Southern California in all fields.
Permanent job security. Send $2 for job information, names and
addresses to California Jobs, I'. 0. Box 19.1.1, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Histadc
Old crow
...the mellowest of
bourbons for 128 years
I835-James Crow builds his dis-
tillery. Today more Americans buy
Old Crow than any other bourbon.
ItOU) CROW DISIliltin to.. FIAN0011. is 11(.1111.1G0 UMW( toms inesKii 80 OA 90 •1100f
•••••141100 warm"
Atigir.mo
Old Crow
Kentucky Bourbon
today
-lighter,
and milder
1 4 4
111
left, are R. B. Thompson, principal of third'
school; Mrs. Georgia McNeal, vice presi-
dent of the club, and Mrs. Annie Gaskin
of 110 First at., mother of the award
winner. - (Photo by Henry Ford)
hi. DAISY.
LAURENCE FRANCE
HARVEY • NUYEN
MARTHA
HYER
r,11A1,
WALLIS'
-essuc so.
GARY MERRILL • MICHAEL WILDING IIMEM
Osectel 0/JOHN EitiRGES • Sussas4y by EDWARD ANHALT • f'A'4,1, ,
mciimmose
-STARTS SATURDAY
ONE BIG WEEK!
AMATEUR NIGHT ON 13EALE
NAT D. WILLIAMS, M. C.
STARTS WED. NIGHT AT 9 P. M.
Is Satisfaction Ctinrititteeti ot Your 1loncy Mack .
SEARS.
ROEBUCK AND CO
p 1, 1. 1'
p s-
1)1.1,-S1
Full 4-Ply Tyrex
Rayon Allstate Tires
Guaranteed
15 Months
6.70 X IS Tube-Type
Blackwalls
45
Plus tax and old tire (regardless
of condition!) off your car'
Guaranteed
18 Months
96.70 X 15 Tube-TypeNylon Blackwalls75
Plus tax and old tire (regardless
of condition!! off your car.
TIME SERVICE GUARANTEE
If tire fails during the monthly iguar•
antee period, we will, at our option,
either repair it without cost or in
exchange for the old tire, give you a
replacement tire or a refund, charging
only for the period of ownership. Check
before you buy.
All adjustments mode by retail stores
ore prorated at the regular retail price
plus Federal Excise Tax, less trade.
in at the time of return.
05
11. als 4. I .0
""'5" IL
• W.I. N. ss
Vt..1
99 19
bop at sears
495 N. Cre•ato
War • 4570 Poplar
and Savo Third St. • 906 S. Third St. •
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IN KEEPING WITH THE
SPIRIT of a recent U.S. Su-
.-,....preme Court decision, our
readers are asking when will
several local hotels" for
groes only" stop promoting seg-
regation by continuing to dis-
play signs saying "For Ne-
groes Only." Hotels inquired
about are: Hotel Queen Anne,
Lorraine Hotel and Motel and
. Orange Mound Hotel.
SHANNON LITTLE, a for-
flier coach at Booker T. Wash-
ington in 1943—but now an
'111. assistant coach at Tennessee
A&I State university came to
Memphis recently to look over
the crop of athletes, during a
dinner for athletes at BTW.
Says Little: "We'll not stand
around and let anything good
get out of the state. I'm here
to see Howard Finley." Bravo,
this a change of heart.
J. C. McGRAW, who has
been knocking "em cold" as an
entertainer at the Playboy
Club in Chicago, is still here in
Memphis vacationing. Last
week he was seen at the Big-
M in the compstry of:Floyd
Harrison, Miss Ann Pearl Car-
er, Gene Fentress, Lester Mor-
yis and King Fields.
DON'T BE SURPRISED if
the Citizens Association comes
out with a complete ticket of
candidates — including every
WIP office, from the mayor on
'down—in the November city
election.
WE NOTE THAT THE
YOUNG DEMOCRATS install-
ed their officers during a meet-
ing at CBC, last week. We are
wondering if they are going
back under cover, as they did
immediately after their elec-
tion last February.
GOV. FRANK CLEMENT
passed up air opportunity to
speak at the dedication of the
new multi-million-dollar Mu-
nicipal Airport in Memphis
last Friday. The governor
spoke at the commencement of
the University of Tennessee.
MAYOR HENRY LOEB has
•
Control The Negro Temper?
Today, King is the key figure in the Civil Rights
conflict, standing halfway between the moderate
NAACP and the militant Black Muslims. But how
many Negroes are satisfied with his Gandhi tactics?
Will they continue to suffer physical abuse without
striking back? This week's Post contains a fas-
cinating portrait of the man and his mission: His
polital strength in swinging Negro votes, the con-
cern of his friends over whether King leads a move-
ment, or a movement leads King. Don't miss it.
The Saturday Evening Post
America's Most Quoted Magazine
CADILLAC
SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.
341 UNION AVENUE
1962 CADILLAC 5 To Choose From $4,295 Up
1958 CADILLAC   $1695.
1962 CADILLAC Cpe. Dev. Full P. Equip.
Beige, Factory Air Cond.  $4695
1961 CADILLAC Sedan Dev. White,
Full Power Equip. F. Air Cond. $3695
1960 CADILLAC Coe. Dev. Beige
Fully Equipped $3095
1960 CADILLAC Sedan Dev. Fawn,
Fully Equipped, Fac. Air Cond. $3195
1960 CADILLAC 4 Dr. Sedan
Fully Equipped, Fac. Air Cond. $2995
1960 CADILLAC Sedan Dev., Black,
Fully Equipped, Fac. Air Cond. $3195
1959 CADILLAC 4 Dr. Sedan, Gold,
Fully Equipped, Fac. Air Cond. $2195
1959 Olds. 88 4 Dr. Sedan, White, P.S.
Extra Sharp  $1495
341 UNION JA 6-8207 OR JA
OPEN EVEPWCS TIL 8 P.M.
just been "BLESSED" with the
qualified support of the White
Citizen Council, according to
an announcement by Richard
Ely, Council president. Let us
not lose sight of the fact that
the majority of thinking peel,
ple of this community don't
endorse exremist groups like
the White Citizens Council. Is
this "BLESSING" another al-
batross?
POLITICAL EYEBROWS
WERE RAISED last Wednes-
day night when the Ninth Con-
gressional District Federation
of Democratic Leagues, at
tracted a crowd, estimated at
600 to a regular monthly meet-
ing held at Universal Life In-
surance building. We are in-
formed that more than 100
were turned away because of
the lack of space.
THIS SAME POLITICAL
GROUP has its chest stuck-out
because a obtaining jobs for
16 Negro women to work as
typists, renewing driver's li-
censes during the month of
June— at locations in Walker
Homes, Hyde Park, Orange
Mound and Manassas School
area. Hats off to County Court
Clerk Hickman Ewing — who
promises bigger things next
year.
Special Course In
English & Math
A special course in mathe-
matics and English is being
offered again this summer for
high school graduates who
planned on entering college in
September.
It is a non-credit course for
college - bound freshmen who
feel the need of aleitiona.'
preparation in these two sub-
jects.
The class will be limited to
30 students. Registration is
scheduled for Saturday morn-
ing, June 15, at 9 o'clock.
GRADUATED WITH DISTINCTION —
Graduated from LeMoyne College last
week with distinction were these three.
left to right: Steve Taylor of 696 Marechal
Neil. a math major; Miss Monetha It.
Reaves of 487 East Olive. an English ma-
Why No Negroes In White
House? Asks Cong. Biggs
Although the Kennedy ad-
ministration is working dili-
gently in the field of civil
rights, the administration it-
self has been negligent in em-
ploying Negroes in the higher
echelons, Congressman Char-
les C. Diggs (D.-Mich.) charged
in a letter to Atty. Gen. Robert
F. Kennedy last week.
The full text of the letter:
"Dear Mr. Attorney General.
"Although your department
has been 'notably active in
many areas of the civil rights
field, a close look at various
agenc'es dealing with this sub-
ject reveals that there is not
one N,gro ,-, rating in a line
or policy-making position.
"There is no Negro in the
White House.
"There is no Negro at a p&-
icy-making level in your de-
partment.
"The United States Civil
Can Martin Luther King Rights Commission is a stafffunction.
"Hobart Taylor, Jr., of the
President's Committee on
Equal Employment Opportuni-
DEFENDLIC
Report On 'Older
American' Ready
For Distribution
Th. Olclor American, a co ;
iprehensive report to the Presi-
dent on the problems facing
Americans in the retirement
)..os just been released ,
by the President's Council on
Aging.
According to Warren Mad-
dox, Memphis social security
district manager, the report
summarizes the financial stat-
us of the nearly 18 million
Ameriems over 65, ancl pin-
points their problems in the
areas of heal.ti. housing. em-
ployment opportunities, recre-
ation, and maintaining a place
in the community.
Maddox said The Older
American should be especially
interesting to public and pri-
vate organizations working in
fields related to problems ot
Pat. 3
AMONG 'TOP TEN'
Among 'Top Ten' most waiited men listed In the files of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation is John B. Everhart,
also known as John H. Eberthart. James B. Everhart and
"Slick," who fled from the state of Georgia after being
sentenced to life imprisonment for murder. Everhart
spends much of his time sketching and drawing Biblical
scenes, and may be posing as a preacher. If anyone knows
his whereabouts, they should-tall the FBI at once. because
he is considered "extremely dangerous."
the aging. He said such organ- Before Leaving '
izations can obtain a copy ,it
the report by writing or calling or acations the governincnt to make it
ea . 0 a oo a c i d undera math major. Mr. Weakley, who also was tion, 1928 Monroe Ave., in Here are some people to sec! 1 6 without parental consent.graduated with honor, enters University of Memphis. •
H. Cunliffe, headmaster ofand places to contact berme,Arizona in the fall. Mr. Taylor has ac- The President's Co u nc i i. your vacation: I Risclale Secondary School, said
meted an assistantship at North Carolina formed last year. is requiri.,1 (1) The Milkman -- Be sure he was shocked to find seven
College at Durham. to submit a report on its achy- 
,to tell him to keep those bot- boys in a physical training
— 
---- -- 
- ities each year to the Presi- tles quiet . . . so quiet that helelass had tattoos, including one
I though he "sits in" on some dent. The release last month doesn't deliver in your absence. with "a naked woman along
,
;matters pertaining to the sub- of the 
Council's first report Co-1
i incides -with theobservance ) - - 
ace n- 
.
; tinue delivery.
12 Newspapers —Discon his forearm."
ijeet in question. during May of the first nation.1 (3) N•ighbors — Ask a "plant sitter's" house, or have
I "In my opinion, therefore, at Senior Citizens Month. . .
:neighbor to keep an eye on the him visit yours.
for. and Floyd L. Weakley of MIlltneton, the Social Security Administi
ty, comes nearest to a policy-
making function, but he is real-
ly accountable to the Vice Pres-
ident.
"Louis Martin, of the Derdo-
craiic National Committee,
cannot really be considered as
holding a policy-making Posi-
tion with the government, al-
JIM
BEAM
Great
Favorites it
\ MEMPHIS/
oralK
LIGHT AS
A WHISPER
DARK EYES VODKA 100 Proof or 80 Plool
IGO% Stein Neutral Spirits. Clear Spring Distill-
ing CO.,OiOutlOflOtJimSS a. Beam Disfilling Co.,
Clermont. Beam, Kentucky. JIM BEAM 86 Proof
Kentucky Stott& Bourbon Whiskey. lames B.
Beam bigill1111 Co.. Clermont, Beam. Kentucky.
!
main incomplete until this in-
Member of Congress
United States of America"
the civil rights ruck will
credible gap is closed.
"I would appreciate your
comments.
Sincerely,
Charles C. Diggs, Jr.
12,000 In Jail
BERLIN — tUPI) — Franz
Thecheck, State Secretary in
the West German all-German
(Soviet zone) Affairs Ministry,
said there are 12,000 political
prisoners in East German
jails.
,house, checking .from time to
Lion' to sec that the doors and
;windows are securely locked.
(4) Post Office -- Discontin-
ue mail or have it forwarded.
(6) Plant Sitter — Ask the
youngest, most responsible per-
son you know to tend your
house plants while you're away.
You can move them to the
Want Tattoo Taboo
BARROW, England — (UPI)
- Schoolmasters have asked
Don't forget to keep a light
burning somewhere in the
house. It's not extravagant and
HI does keep trespassers away
l if they think that someone is
I at home.
Now, pack your bags and
,have a good vacation, knowing
that your house is safe and
sound.
PRIZES
100010L
n
 ERETgIA 
MORI ('
POOP10 Will
IN
)71//1111,19.1111,1111
:at as "1.1:.:MAX:A:a law
7-k-AvagpEc7ActiLAR
Register now--
YOU ALMOST
CAN'T LOSE!
17—RAMBLER Station Wagons—The
4-door CLASSIC SIX "Car of the
Year" with automatic transmission
and weather eye heater—plus AMER-
ICAN THERMOS- outdoor camping
equipment and pop tent.
4—Boats, Motors and Trailers—
GLASSPAR Tacoma 100, perfect 14-
tooter for the sportsman, with quiet
40-hp EVINRUDE Lark V motor and
easy-loading HOLSCLAW Trailer.
12—FRIGIKING Automobile Air Con-
ditioners — Fingertip-control cooling
installed in your car.
60—RCA VICTOR Portable TV Sets—
New Vista Sportabout, "The Pick of
the Portables."
60—BERNI-0-MATIC Portable Refrig-
erators—indoor-outdoor model works
on electricity or propane.
60—GENERAL ELECTRIC Stereo Port-
ables — 4-speaker phonograph with
flip-down 4-speed changer,
60—SAMSONITE Luggage Sets—
Lightweight, molded shape — your
choice of 3-piece man's or woman's
net.
200—BLACK & DECKER Deluxe Drill
Kits-22 accessories.
300—SETH THOMAS Travel Clocks—
with alarm, leather case.
500—REVELL Model Racing Car Kits
—Race your own]
1,000,000 Gift-Paks
Repeated by popular demand—this
year's bigger and better Travel Spec-
tacular salutes the people from
coast to coast who have made the
sign of "Happy Motoring" America's
Fist Choice. Even if you're not a
regular customer, you can join the
fun. You don't need to buy anything,
solve anything or write anything—
just register with any ESS0 _dealer
where you see the "One Million
Prizes & Gifts" sign. And hurry—
there are special gifts for early en-
tries! No purchase necessary. Offer
subject to Federal, State and local
laws and regulations.
Register now with
your Esso Dealer!
HUMBLE
OIL & REFINING COMPANY
Arnerrce's Leechng Energy Company
"For as he thin/cloth in his
h•art, no Is h•l" Pro-
verbs 23:7
THOUGHTS IMPORTANT
Two quotations I heard re-
cently ha ye called for a lot
of thinkinT. and discussion on
the part of those who heard
them. One man said "A per-
son is not what he thinks he
is what he thinks."
Another man said, "No man
can rise higher than his
thoughts:" As one sees people
working in the varied areas of
human behavior we are forced
to question their thinking be-
hind such action. We see men
working at extremes in all
areas of life and we wonder
if thinking is behind all the
action we see.
History has revealed that
men have worked at highest
levels as in the life of Jesus,
David Livingston, Grenfel,
Pasteur, Lincoln, and countless
others while at the other ex-
treme we have had Dillinger,
Floyd, Nelson, and on and on.
At some of these levels and
all in between we wonder if
men actually think as they
act or before they act.
'LITTLE THOUGHT
We see men acting on the
highest levels and we wonder
if such behavior is predicted
upon the state of one's think-
ing. Numbers of people seem
to think that in many cases
action is a matter of 'spur of
the moment' behavior rather
than forethought. But we must
conclude that some behavior
may be a matter Of 'spur of
the moment' behavior. Men
act in a certain manner be-
cause there has been some
previous thought given to such
situations. But as we look at
COMMENCEMENT AT FISK
Lucius D. Battle, left, U.S. State Department assistant
Secretary for Educational and Cultural Affairs, gave the
principal address at Fisk University's 89th annual com-
mencement exercises. Shown with him prior to the proces-
sional to the Campus Grove are Dr. Stephen J. Wright.
center, Fisk president, and Dr. Harold D. West, president
of Meharry Medical college and Fisk trustee. Dr. Battle
told the 205 graduates that "America's racial problems
are of deep concern to persons of all nations."
Driver-Salesman Men To Take Over
Is Nothing New At Bethel Church
For Memphis
Being a driver-salesman for
a local bottling campany is
nothing new for Amos Miles,
778 Newman Ct., who told a
Tri-State Defender reporter,
A11/111211 Men's Day will be
observed at Bethel AME
church, 626 Wicks Ave., in a
program that starts at 3:30
p.m., and the guest speaker
will be Rev. Loyce Patrick,
pastor of New Tyler,'AME
church.
Also on the program will be
that he started out as a driver- the male choruses of New Ty-
salesman for Canada Dry Hot- ler and St. Andrew AME
behavior at all levels we won- are forced to also accept the
der if previous thought has fact that in proportion to the phis about five years ago. 
fest.
entered into the picture.
You meet people with all
kinds of records as far as be-
havior is concerned and we
wonder what can be behind
cause these things are the cen-
ter of their thinking? Is it
not possible that somewhere
down the line people moved
beyond the pale of their think-
ing in their behavior? Or is it
true that the jealous, hateful,
mean, thoughtless person mov-
es in these areas only because
this is the center of his think-
ing?
Years ago Solomon in writ-
ing Proverbs stated, "As a man
thinketh so is he:" It is at this
point that sets one to wonder-
ing. All that we see today
causes much wonder about this
observation of Solomon. Are
all of the deeds we see people
committing daily the result of
thinking?
Are the actions of individ-
uals today indicative of the
state of their hearts? As we
pass up beggars along Main
street, or someone trying to
make it to the next town, or
someone hungry are we tell-
ing someone that this is the
state of our hearts: Can we
trace all behavior back to our
heart? Can we say within our-
selves that our thinking causes
us to act as we do? God for-
bid!
Let us assume that Solomon
is right. Let us think in terms
that our deeds are the results
of our thinking. Let us try to
think that 'no man can rise
above his thoughts or we are
not what we think we
are but rather what we think.
I wonder if at this point many
of us will have to go back and
retrack our thinking and
make ways whereby our think-
ing will become more whole-
some.
If we accept the thinking
of these men and Solomon we
fact that our thinking 'is
wholesome the rest of our
lives will also be wholesome.
Our thinking will become
wholesome only to the extent
the behavior that takes place. that we expose ourselves to
Is an alcoholic an alcoholic be- those things that are whole-
cause alcholi3m is the basis of some. It then falls our duty
his thought. Is a habitual that we become a part of the
riminal one because he only !better things of life by expos-
thinks in terms of crime? l ing ourselves to those things.
Is a devout Christian, or This then is the basic solution Director Emerituswell-behaved person one be-,to our current problems
Miles, 35, said, "They gave
me a test trial. I made good
so I was hired." He added.
"These other bottling compa-
nies here which are just be-
ginning to hire Negroes
• SAVE TIME • SAVI MONEYdriver - salesmen are just 
• catching up with what has sAVgafFr h
been going on in Memphis." been serving irrAsh otve.rrirte CI S foe
SHOPPING (EsiTEiu.ato,00.rilsbo,,,.
Receives Degree
PHILADELPHIA — Th eigiven by the oppressor; it must
American Friends Service Com-!:be demanded by the op-
mi ee (Quakers)ay pub-
lished 50,000 con/es of Dr. Mar- pres^d." He said he has never
tin Luther King. Jr.'3 "Lntt-r ". • engaged in a direct action
from Birmingham City Jail" movement that was well-
for national distribution to ma- timed' according to the time-
or
,
 religious groups, labor tab'(' ot those who have not
unions, and governmAntal and suffered unduly from the di.
human relations agencies sease of segregation.".
The American Friends Ser-The letter was written in 
preme Life's board of direc-vice Committee's role in dis-longhand on April 16 in his
tributing the letter is associated tors. He became an emeritusjail cell. In it Dr'. King answers' 
in detail criticisms leveled at director in 1961.with the Quaker organization's
his fre- clorn demonstrations b.Y.traditional interest in human
eight white Alabama religious ,reedom which h7d its birth in tween Americans who, though
leaders. Quaker demonstrations 300 they differ in color, seek
years ago for the right of tionships among all men whichTo questions such as "Why 
didn't you giv? the new ad- peaceful assembly. reflect a common belief in a
ministrations time to act?" etc., As Colin W. Bell. AFSC ex- God of love. In furtherance of
Dr. King has said, in part. "We ecutive secretary, writes in the such communication. AFSC,
have not made a single gain in ,pamphlet's preface. "There is Publishes this letter."
civil rights without determined today an urgent need for hon-
legal and nonviolent pressure." eat, mature communication be-
NEVER A GIFT
He says further, "We know
through painful experience that
freedom is never voluntarily
NEW AND USED
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SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 N St.. N.I. 77 Alabama St ,S W.
Washington 2.0 C. Atlanta 3. Georgia
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
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),;-.1 CART HOME SAVINGS!
each time you buy 2 half
-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
Worth 1'2 cent each to your church, civic
group or charitable organization. Mail
or bring to Air-Press Advertising Agency
2071 Union Ave. Memphis, Tennessee.
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CHICAGO, Ill. — Dr. James
W. Parker of Red Bank, N. J.,
physician and director emeri-
tus of Supreme Life Insur-
ance Company of America re-
ceived an honorary doctoral
degree from Monmouth col-
lege at its 29th commence-
ment June 8. Dr. Parker is
also a member of the New
Jersey state Board of Educa-
tion.
For many years Dr. Parker
was an active member of Su-
UNIFORMS
Usher Board, Deaconess,
Maths, of Church,
Horses, Missionary,
Prayer Bawd
Nylon, Dacron, Cotton,
Poplin, Slurs 5 to 52
lon5,5hor1 and 3,4 Sleeves
SHAH POP MORT
AND otokmilAtiONS
lowest Prices Available
WIITE POI ME (5751.06 2.7
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 5 St., R.I. 77 Rights. 11., S.W.
Washington 2.D.C. Atlanta 3, Georgia
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Ther• Is a reason why ompl•
lih• to do business with us. You,
too, will lik• our sourtmus treat-
ment and d•sir• to h•lp you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Night: Until 700 P.M.
Saturdays 9.00 to 1.00
DIXIE FINAtICE Co.
Hoin• Own•d Horm Oa•rat•d
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
ilk• to say y•s to your
loan rsiqu•st"
Examined and Suplarvis•d by
the Stat. D•partmant of
Insuranc• and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 1-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
YOU CAN NOW GET YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT
MEDICAL ASSOC. PHARMACY
1324 Mississippi
EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT. COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
AND IF NO ANSWER
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA
Memphis, T 
Company Makes Whet You Ask For
Croat's What You Think Of"
W. E. Scott will preside at
Sunday school.
A. C. Brown is general
chairman, Robert Dunca n,
program chairman, and Rev.
J. L. Gleese, pastor.
LEADERS OF CHURCH OF LIVING GOD
— During the 57th Annual General As-
sembly of the Church of the Living God,
Pillar Ground of Truth, Sider and Mrs.
Oliver Penn were honored during a reeep-
Hon held in Nashville, and here they are
overseer of the church and table laden
seen with Bishop M. L. Jewell, right, chief
with gifts brought to the assembly for
the young couple. Elder and Mrs. Penn
Ind., while serving as first secretaries
will make their home in Indianapolis,
and assistants to Bishop Jewell, who will
reside there.
Grand Opening Of Southern Club, Wednesday
The Southern club, located has been set for Wednesday
at 859 S. Third St. at Crump night, June 12. The club will
Blvd., is now open to Negro be open every Wednesday
patrons, announces the owner, through Sunday from 8 p.m. to
Gabe Talarico. The club, form- 4 a.m. Seating capacity is 200
aerly limited to white patrons, —and there is plenty of park-
has carpeted floors, a 20-foot Grand opening of the club
bar, and a large dance floor. ing space. There will be band
The club is air-conditioned.
open. From time to time there
will be 011R-of-town enter-
tainers. Admission is nominal.
Considered one of the finer
clubs of Memphis, it is avail-
able for private parties, club
meetings and other organiza-
music every night the club is tional functions.
5111/E YOUR BIG STAR FAIRGROUNDS
COUPONS
Be sure and get your Fairgrounds coupon
each & every time you shop at Big Star.
Each coupon worth 10c off any adult ride
or 5c off any Kiddieland Ride at the Fair-
grounds. Save your coupons and take
the whole Family for Fun at the Fair-
grounds.
Only 1200 Quality Stamps to e Saver Book.
That means more gifts for you more often.
You'll find just the gift you need in your
Quality Stamps Gift Book. MORE FIRMS
GIVE AND MORE FAMILIES SAVE
QUALITY STAMPS!
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9. Barbara Duncan (Man.)
By JOSEPH YOUNG ,begun to fight. 10. Ann Taylor (BTW)
SENIORS. WHAT ARE YOUR THERE ARE 10 STUDENTS 11. Mary Doughtery (Mel.)
PLANS NOW? AT BOOKER T. WASHING-
What will you be doing in TON WHO HAVE AVER- 
12. Sally Bowan (Car.)
AGES OF 90 AND ABOVE. 13. Naomi Reed (Man.)September? Will you be in THEY ARE. IN DESCENDING BOYScollege? Will you be working?
.ORDER:Or, will you be a nobody 1. Williams Young (BTW)
you can't get in college try to I 2. Charles Wright ,(Les.)
get a job. If you do get a job 3. Robert Davidson (F.13.)
always do your best on it. If 4. Rozelle Owens (Car.)
ak,vou go to college try to do 5. Charles Braham (Man.)
wyour very best because when 6. Frank Yatt” (FI311)
you get out you're going to 7. Coby Smith (Man.)
need every bit of your educa- 8. William Fleming (Doug.)
cation. The jobs now-a-days 9. Archie Reems (BTW)
require people with thinking 10. David Wrushen (Mitch.)
ability and a good education. 11. James Sandridge (Mel.)
Just remember Seniors, your 12. Robert Davis (Ham.)
13. James Holllington (Car.)
•
"MAY PRINCESS": Miss Venita Washing-
ton was crowned "Miss May Princess"
when Oates Manor Junior Y-Teen Club
held its first coronation, recently, at the
Sarah Brown Branch YWCA. Miss Wash-
ington is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Washington. She is a student at
Say Students
Manassas and president of the Y-Teen
club at her school. She won a trip to
('hicago earlier this spring for selling the
highest amount of V-Teen Potato chips in
her club. The two alternates above are Pa-
tricia Chambers. second: 'left) and Shir-
ley Corbins, first.
7. Dorothy J: mes (Ham.)
8. Dorothy White (Doug.)
I. Juanita Wiggins
2. Beverly Bankston
3. Annie R. Terrell
4. Gloria D. Fleming
5. Macy L. Foote
6. Yvonne L. Williams
7. William Young
8. Iris Corpal
9. Betiy Duncan
10. Billy Buckingham
11. Aubrey Grilfin
12, Archie Reems
Remember too .'ou have just' 13. Car' ,e Evans College 101-piece marching
Youth Ministry
To Install New
Officers, Sunday
Officers of the Youth Min-
istry of Second Congregational
church. 764 Walker Ave., will
be installed at 11 a.m., Sunday.
June 16.
Officers for 1963-64 are as
follows:
President - Myrna Williams;
Vice-President - John Whitta-
ker Williams; Seceretary-Lin-
da Williams; Treasurer-Norris
Walter; Chairman Christian
Faith Area-Julie Saville; Chair-
man Christian Witness Ares.
Eleanor Williams; Chairman
Christian Outreach Area - Lin-
da Hargraves; Chairman
Christian Citizenship Area -
Charles Little; Chairman
Christian Fellowship Area -
Charles Joyner; Senior High
Representative (grades 11 and
2) - Diane Briscoe; Middle
High Representative (grades
9 and 10) • Melanie McWil-
liams; Junior High Represen-
tative (grades 7 and 8) - Ste-
phanie Larry.
Charles Joyner, elected
Christian Fellowship Area
chairman, is attending a Unit-
ed Church of Christ interra-
cial camp at Camp Ozone,
Tenn., during the week of
June 9-15.
Scheduled to attend the in-
terracial United Church of
Christ National Youth Forum
at Clark college in Atlanta.
Ga., June 22-29 are Misses
Diana Briscoe, Myrna Wil-
liams and Linda Hargraves,
alternate, and the pastor of the
church, Rey. John C. Mickle.
Two youth delegates and
one adult, will represent each
Conference over the United
States, including Hawaii.
MVC Wins Plaque
life is what. you make of it., I The Mis
sissippi Vocational
BUSINESS CARDS
1000 mandated tinsinens Card.
Printed
$4.95 Pokt Paid
send for free sample
EX 9061 -t- 655 Grand.
Meniphle 9, Tenn.
WRITE REV. D. PARKS I
ON ALL PROBLEMS
Such ks health. lose affairs, males
blessing. A hies. prayer gift for all
239 West 3911, Place, Chicago 9, III
KEnwood 9.3872 - Rev. D. Perak
I A Beautiful Home
110 For Sale - By Owner
1802 Patrick
FA 3-9711
3 R. R. Hardwood Floors -
Storage House
Appraisal $9.200.00
Selling for $8,800.00
Down Payment $200.00
Plus 1 2 Closing Cost
•
NAME
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
'WHERE FOLKS IINI YOU
GET PRIIERENTIAL
SERVICE"
14, Sylvia Anne Buntyn --
TOPS AROUND THE CITY Plans Musical-Tea
FOR 62-63 The Loyal Education Club
GIRLS has made plans to give its an-
1. Juanita Wiggins (I3TW) nual Musical and Tea Sunday,
2. Beverly Parker (Car.) June 23. at Foote and Cleaborn
3. Barbara Lcwis (Les.) Homes Auditorium, announces
4. Beverly Bankston (BTW) the secretary, Mrs. Juanita
5. Dorothy Graham (F.B.) Coleman. Mrs. Annie Woods
6. Faye White (Mith.) is the club's president.
-
JOHNSON FURNITURE & APPLIANCE CO.
937 So. COOPER at YOUNG
TRADE and SAVE - WE TRADE FOR ANYTHING
OUR SPECIALTY IS:
INNERSPRING MATTRESSES
FULL or TWIN SIZE
$19.45 UP
ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF TWIN BEDS
HOLLYWOOD or CONTEMPORARY Styling
AT LOW PRICE
COMPLETE SET $99.95
COME IN OR CALL: BR 4-0111
SYLVESTER EVERHEART - SALESMAN
TERMS AS LOW AS $1.25 WEEK
NO DOWN PAYMENT
LOW RATE
AUTO LIABILITY COLLISION & FIRE INS.
Small Down Payment-6 Months To Pay
If you have a problem including your:
Driving License-Cancellati3ns-SR-22 or Releases
CALL ADKINS INSURANCE
AGENCY
635 Mississippi Blvd.
Ph. 526-2381 Res. 274-9837
Dims Fri•neli
Gerin• Colleg• of Co•rnsit•logy ar.d Phy•le•Th•rapy prmnts Its annual Homecoming, Institut•,
Style Shaw end Clinic, Juno 11 through Jun• 13, 1963.
The Commencement Exercise of
Gorine College will he Sunday, June 16,
1963 at Pencostal Church, 229 S. Welling-
ton at 3:00 P.M. Rev. J. A. McDaniel,
Guest Speaker.
The pre-opening of the Annual In-
stitute will present the Class Night Pro-
gram. June 10, 1963 at 8:00 P.M. at 449
Beale Ave.
MISS PERITA BATES, of St. Louisand Paris, France, will h•ad th• Charm and PARIS VELVET
FRENCH MAKE-UP CLINIC. Sh• will mod•I sirveral exciting imports of gown• and d , sur
buisit•Iy tallor•d for her, by RACINE. The Charm and Mak•-up clinic will b• op. to th• public, as
w•Iras beauticians and will b•op•n on th• first two days of the Institute.
Gorin• College Alumni Is asking all members
to please be present June 6, 1963 at 700 P.M. to
plan a special event.
ADVANCED TICKETS ARE $1.25
AT THE DOOR $1.35
HAIRSTYLE SHOW & DANCE
JUNE 13, 1963
AT
FLAMINGO ROOM
1401/2 Hernando
MR. TRISVAN, the exciting rnal• hairstylist, win.
nor of the D'Oreol Gold Cup for styling and tinting for
two y•ars running in Paris, will conduct the hair clinic.
High•fa•hion•d oyling, haircutting.
The cours• Is $10.00 for the three day• or $4.00 p•r day.
The Culmination of this exciting thr.-day Gorin• Institute b• a hair sty Ing contest and
dance with beauticians competing fat the FIRST PARIS VELVET GOLD TROPHY AWARD.
This event will be the star-studded affair ever presented featuring th• Internationally
famous PARIS VELVET FRENCH HAIR CARE and COSMETICS, curet. by DICK EDWARDS of
Nig., York and Perin, France.
GORINE COLLEGE - 449 Beale - Merriphi•, Ten 000000
-------
-------
-------
-------
-------
-------
--
I will attend the Annual In•titutin and Clinic.
for $  day..I am enclosing $ 
Phon• 
ADDRESS 
CITY STATE 
band participated in the "500"
F.2.stival Parade and on the 500
Race Track at Indianapolis,
May 28 and May 30, and was
commended in that city's local
papers.
The band received an honor
CRAWFORD OWENS
Receives Promotion
In U. S. Navy
Scholarships For LeMoyne Graduates
Floyd L. Weakley of Nlilling-Ifull-tuition scholaishrio to La-1 ham. Miss Reaves recently
ton, a mathematics major wholMoyne and maintained it byfwon two prizes valued at $500
was gacluated from LeMoyne keeping a 2.25 average, jin a national creative writing
College last week with honor.
and with distinction, atilt 
en-priA,stidelna;Moofytnhee sheservedtucic.nt  enuntcontest sponsored annually by
the Readers' Digest and the
roll in the University of Ari-',.0 during his junior year and United Negro College Fund.
zona in September on a $22410 president of both the LeMoyne.TO PEACE CORPS
assistantship. He also has been liana,. society and Alpha Kap•-, Another graduate, Miss Ruth
awarded a John iiitV Whitn"Y pa Mu National Honor Society'Helen Hones of 376 Edith gt.,
F,e41.1o.)wesahl i.p valued at $2.000 for dtit.mg its settit„. year.
Peace Corps. Her destination
;las been accepted by the
' Two others were graduated
The son of Mr. and Mrs. with distinction. stew T„y iiii :is Nigeria.
ilickman 0. Weakley, the hon-,a math major of 696 Marettial There were 89 seniors in the
or student turned down two Neil st , and Miss Monetha,line of march. Degrees were
$2,000 fellowship to the Divin-
nittyhest iva,ottlrtaier tuivt,:iv:irfsf17,,f on.
487 East Olive. Taylor has Sc-,recuive degrees after complet-
- "Heaves, an English major of conferred upon 70 and 19 will
mined an assistantship PI mg their work during the sum-
4:ago and (lie Rockefeller fel- North Carolina College in Dur Trier session.
I lowship in theological educa -
A 'twiner LeMoyne t't ,liegeltion for one year at a seminary'
student, Crawford Owens, has of his choice.
been promoted to third-class., Meanwhile, Weakley is SCI'V
according to word received'N at t Park.
i ii,snitinialmteoru r i salt kind,' i.i,i*I•ov,dutr,
petty officer in the U.S. Navyjiihntg‘
here.. He enlisted three years He is a 1.115, graduate „.
ago in March. He is stationed
in Jacksonville, Fla. -Shelby 
County Training School
Prior to attending LeMoyne president of the senior cl.e,
where he was salutatorian :0,
more than two years, he was Ile was „warded a iatir
graduated from Booker T.
Washington high school. Ile im
ence Owens, 3710 SilWatici• 
7 Memphians Arethe son of Mr. and Mrs. CI:LI
Pearl Kelley, 160 Beta Ave. 
Among Howard GradsRd., and the grandson of D.11
\V A S II I N G TON, D.(7
`AFTRA' Fights
Discrimination
.Among lie 860 graduates
;Iloward University's 95th col,
mencemeul were two WI,
,phians and a West Mempin.t-
From Memphis were Jamt.s B.,
Westbrook, 1711 Glenview St.,
The American Ft..dcrati.in of stun of Mr, and Mrs. Joseph'
Westbrook; and lIarold M.:Television and Radio Artists.
(AFTRA) and major elements,
of the ,broodeast ing, advert ising 
Mr:a' ncl Mrs. Drury 11. Moss. ,
and recording inaustries today Ark., was \Vayne P. Wedding-
issued a Joint statement ,if Jon, Jr., 102 S. Dith St., who
policy designed to strengthen' received a degree in medicine.
implementation of t heir tong- ,
standing policy against dis-; jo(jsktpilleir
criminal ion in the employment . Nashville, Joseph C. Hardin
of talent. . of Knoxville and Leonard
The pit) icy statenient was Morton. Jr. of C hattanooga
arrived at by representatives
of AFTRA and representativ,i
of the industry in a series ,a
recently held meetings. Still,
ment of policy included:
"To select applicants
audition, interview and en,
ployment. and employ perform
award for "extraordinary per- erg on the basis of ability
formance." Th.: band was di- without regard to race, coiti,
rected by Russell Boone, who creed or national origin, sub
presented the plaque to the ic•.ct to bona fide job qualifa•.
presid:nt, Dr. J. H. White. lions and requirements"
SARAH'S GRILL
1285 THOMAS STREET
WE SPECIALIZE IN THE FAMOUS SOUTHERN
FRIED CHICKEN & CHOICE STEAKS
PLATE LUNCH 78 CENTS
GOOD HOME-COOKED FOOD FRESH DAILY
THE BLUE ROOM & GRILL COMPLETELY
AIR CONDITIONED
OUR SERVICE IS ALWAYS WITH A
COURTEOUS SMILE
PHONE 526-9391
S.H. KRESS & COMPANY
9 NORTH MAIN STREET
SENSATIONAL BARGAINS
AQUA NET HAIR SPRAY
REGULAR $2.00 VALUE 6k
250 COUNT PAPER NAPKINS
REGULAR 37 cent VALUE 29c
LARGE VIRSYE PLAY BALL
REGULAR 99 cent VALUE 77c
BOYS' SPORT SHIRTS
SIZES 6 to 16 - 99 cent VALUE 77c
MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS
S-M-L - 99 CENT VALUE 77c
DECORATED ICE TEA GLASSES
16 OZ. - 19 cent VALUE 10c
PLASTIC GARDEN HOSE
SOFT - $1.49 VALUE 99c
CUB COOLER
$1.29 VALUE 77c
WIND CHASERS
39 cent VALUE 25c
20" ESKIMO BOX FAN
$19.88 VALUE $16.22
YARD GOODS
ALL COLORS AND PATTERNS
VALUE TO 39 cent A YARD
4 YARDS $1.00
OPEN MONDAY 9:30 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
THURSDAY 9:30 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.
Moss 663 Clinton Pl.. son of '
THIRD
STREET
MOTOR
COMPANY
1168 S. THIRD
STREET
WH 8 8115
OPEN 8:30 A. M.
TO 8:30 P. M.
1958 Chic. Impala, 2-D,
II.T., V8, Auto; Price hi
low whole sale - $65 do
1959 Ford Gal.; 4-Dr. Beau
Iv. Blue, Auto. V8. Exti
Clean; $59.00 down.
1959 Ford. 2-Dr., V8, Auto,
Red & White; one only -
$785.00.
1958 Buick Super, 4-Dr..
UT., F P.. one only --
$65.00.
1955 Pont., 2-Dr., H. T., all
new tires, Auto, V8 &
Power - $495.00; $350.00
Down.
1956 Cad., Solid white, 4-dr.
H.T., F.P., Oruces only
$595.00; $450.00 Down.
WHY TAKE CHANCES ON A
FAULTY AIR CONDITIONER?
LET US REPAIR,
CLEAN OR ADJUST YOUR UNIT.
CALL HOLLAND FOR PROMPT
AND DEPENDABLE SERVICE.
HOLLAND APPLIANCE
SERVICE
726 E. McLEMORE WH 8-8121
TRI - STATE FURN. & APPL. CO.
319 BEALE ST. 526 - 5054
SFECIAL 09 COOL AIR CONIDTIONERS
No Money Down - 112 Mos. Before 1st Payment
1-H.P. Gbson
1½-H.P. Gibson
2-H.P. Gibson
$179.90 $ 9.82 Per Mo.
229.95 12.55 Per Mo.
249.95 13.64 Per Mo,
We Have The School Teachers Plan Available
SPECIAL HOUSEFULL
'FREE USED CAR'
WITH
4-Pc. Bed Rm. Suite
Box Spring & Mattress
2-Pc. Living Rm. Suite
5-Pc. Dinette Suite
9 Ft. Refg.
36" Gas Range
Choice of used T.V.
DO MONEY DOWN $29.83 per MO.
KITTLE PONTIAC
SOLD OVER 100 USED CARS IN MAY
WE WANT TO SELL 150 IN JUNE
THE CLEANEST USED CARS IN TOWN
COMPACT FAMILY CARS SECOND CAR
'63 Comet Custom
'62 Lemons. Air Cond.
'62 Lemons, 4-Door
'62 Falcon Future
'62 F. L. Ford, 2-Door
'61 Buick Spec. Air
'61 Tempest Sedan
'62 Volkswagen
'61 Comet Custom
'62 Bel Air Sedan '59 Rambler
'62 Catalina Spt. Cps. '59 Pontiac Wagon
'61 Impala Sedan
'61 Star Chief Sedan
'61 Catalina Sedan
'60 Catalina Sedan
'60 Rambler Sta. Wagon '59 Catalina Sedan
'60 Check Cony. '59 Buick Cony.
Most of the Above Cars Have Air Conditioning
'58 Buick Sedan
'58 Pontiac Sedan
'57 Pontiac Sta. Wagon
'57 Dodge Sedan
'56 Plym. Sedan
50 OTHER CLEAN ONE OWNER USED CARS
TO CHOOSE FROM
FOR A GOOD DEAL THIS MONTH
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
KITTLE PONTIAC
2560 SUMMER AVE FA 7 - 8464
Union In, The Water's P'ine SAT
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Dangerous Proposals
The great public dialogue suggest-
ed by Chief Justice Earl Warren on
the proposed amendments to the Con-
stitution should not be taken lightly.
These "states' rights" amendments,
which are being given impetus by
disgruntled Southern states, are
meant to undermine the whole struc-
ture of federal-state relations and es-
tablish a veto over the Supreme
Court.
These proposals have been given
high priority in many state legisla-
tures without considering their de-
structive potentialities or the real
purpose behind them.
It is conceivable that they might be
ratified under the stress created by
public issues that have aroused fear
and anger of those who want to give
only lip service to our commitments
to democracy.
Though in New Jersey, the Sen-
ate has just canceled its January ap-
proval of two of the amendments, it
did not decide upon this course until
Democratic Gov. Richard J. Hughes
and Republican U. S. Sen. Clifford
P. Case had warned that the
ures could perpetuate Negro dis-
franchisement in many states.
The intent that underlies the
1 amendments is mischievous. It is a
subtle attempt, to put it mildly, at
whittling down the authority of the
Supreme Court. The states would
have the power to strike down any
Commencement Time
Most schools are in the midst of
their commencement exercises. Aca-
demic processions, caps and gowns
and multi-colored hoods recreate the
medieval atmosphere of the old world
Universities and academies to the
delight of alumni well-wishers and
the graduates themselves.
Some entertain the belief that most
of the medieval show should be done
away with. They say it is not in
keeping with the realities of a mod-
em world in which frills and fancies
are out of date.
Though this point of view can be
sustained in practical logic, it is not
likely to prevail against deep-rooted
academic traditions. If you do away
with academic processions, caps,
gowns and hoods, you may as well
go a step further and do away with
diplomas as symbols of academic at-
tainment.
A mere certificate should be
enough. Most diplomas are written
in Latin, a language in which few
degree-holders can show proficiency.
In fact, under penalty of death, most
ruling of the court with which they
disagreed.
Should this evil design receive leg-
islative sanction, the protective clause
of the 14th Amendment would vir-
tually be nullified. Most of the gains
the Negro has made in recent years,
such as desegregation of schools, ac-
cess to public facilities, come under
the constitutional provisions of this
Amendment. And the Supreme Court
has used it to knock down the old
legalism of "separate but equal"
which had bolstered segregation as a
fixed pattern for over half a century.
The core of judicial supremacy is
of course the power of judicial review
of legislative acts and administrative
decisions. And the exercise of that
power by the United States Supreme
Court has made it not only the
world's most powerful court but the
focal point of the bitterest attacks by
Southern racists and partisan poli-
ticians.
Now that the amendments' ca-
pacity for harm has been made clear
by President Kennedy and many
other critics, we hope that other
states will rescind the endorsements
they have already given and that
few new states will be added to the
list.
Should these measures not be de-
feated, the American masses may
once more be plunged into the long
night of another civil war.
of them could not give the English
equivalent of the Latin inscriptions
on their diplomas.
But, just the same they cherish
those traditions with a passion that
approaches religious fanaticism. What
is still more archaic is the commence-
ment speaker who, invariably, feels
called upon to give advice to the grad-
uating class. In a great flurry of ora-
tory, he tells his audience about the
perils of life and what to expect
from a world full of malice and envy.
The commencement address is de-
livered in the imperious tone of one
who knows all the answers to the
problems that will confront the new
generation. No commencement speak-
er ever says: "I am as apprehensive
and as confused about the issues of
life as you, my young friends. I
have been a long time searching for
the light that Would guide my path
out of darkness. But I'm yet groping
in the wilderness. Be strong, have
faith you may succeed where I have
failed.':
NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
MAY HIS SPIRIT LIVE
When the great bells in the Vatican
City pealed Out the signal which an-
nounced the death of Angelo Giu-
seppe Roncalli, known as Pope John
XXIII, June 3, mankind lost a great
leader. People of all religious faiths
respected him — thus felt kneely his
removal by death.
No doubt history will show that he
did more — within five years — to
bring about a great understanding,
and great tolerance among people of
all religious faiths than any other
pope in the history of the Roman
Catholic Church since its beginning
2,000 years ago. No other pope since
the Reformation about 400 years ago,
has been able to create a climate
among other Christians which lead
to a spirit of mutual understanding,
mutual respect. This accomplished
task by the pope is worthy of ad-
miration. However, it is very regret-
able that Pope John did not complete
the task he assumed in the Ecumen-
ical Council. I hope this noble work
begun by him will be carried on
— in a similar spirit — by his suc-
cessor.
In retrospect, one might ask: How
did Pope John win the admiration
of :;`rotestants and Jews alike as well
as adheres to other faiths? The
answer is found wrapped-up in his
great humility — his understanding
of man and the problems which be-
set man — together with his undy-
ing faith in God and his lasting ef-
forts to do His biddings.
Whenever I think of Pope John, I
think of him as being the embodi-
ment of the words in St. Francis
of Assisi's "Prayer for Peace."
The Prayer states:
"Lord, make me an instrument of
Your peace. Where there is hatred,
let me sow love: where there is in-
jury, pardon; where there is doubt,
faith; where there is despair, hope;
where there is darkness, light; and
where there is sickness, joy.
"0 Divine Master, grant that I
may not so much seek to be consoled
as to console; to be understood as to
understand; to be loved as to love:
"For it is in giving that we re-
ceive; It is In pardoning that we are
pardoned; and it is in dying that we
are born to eternal life."
The Pope Is dead — but may his
spirit live forever in the hearts and
minds of men.
JACKIE ROBINSON
Top Personalities Talk
Vital During Crisis
I THINK that Atty. Gen. Robert Ken-
nedy is to be commended for wanting to
learn the opinion of Negro citizens as to
the civil rights crisis in this nation. I
think Jim Baldwin is to be commended
for having set up a meeting between the
Attorney General and several of our bet-
ter known personalities of the arts and
cultural world.
I believe that the personalities who
sat in with Mr. Kennedy at his New York
apartment the other day came away with
the feeling that the Chief law officer of
the nation is a dedicated man who has
a terrible problem trying to figure out just
where the Negro stands.
Evidently, the President's brother feels
that we ought to believe the Administra-
tion is doing everything it can. do. The
fine appointments of Negroes to unprece-
dented jobs, the welcoming of Negroes
socially to the White House and the sev-
eral sincere and magnificent statements
of the President are supposed to satisfy
us that progress is being made.
And, of course, progress is being made.
Fear Of Offering
ON THE OTHER hand, the President—
like his predecessor, General Eisenhower,
inevitably waits until the fat is in the fire
before making decisive moves. He did in
the James Meredith situation. He did it
in Birmingham. He has demonstrated a
fear of offending the Southern legislators.
He has failed to push for strong civil
rights laws and his housing executive
order was a sissy version of th order
originally intended.
A Brooklyn schoolteacher, Mrs. Ruth
Gibbs, has come up with what I think is
the most accurate description I've ever
heard of the President with regard to civil
rights.
"Mr. Kennedy," Mrs. Gibbs observes.
ALFRED DUCKETT
"would like to be right. But he'd rather be
President."
Baldwin, Harry Belafonte, Lena Horne,
Lorraine Hansberry, Dr. Kenneth Clark
and the others who attended the meeting
with the Attorney General reported that
he just doesn't seem to "understand" the
feelings of Negro Americans.
JFK Doesn't Understand
IT HAS BEEN close to three years
since the President, then a Senator, told
me frankly that he himself didn't under-
stand the Negro. Both Kennedys are tre-
mendously intelligent and sensitive peo-
ple. They have shown the ability to grasp
deep knowledge of other situations involv-
ing the nation's welfare.
It is hard to understand why they find
it so difficult to understand our basic hu-
man yearnings.
Someone in the Robert Kennedy of-
fice was quoted as saying to the press,
after the Kennedy meeting backfired:
"What did the Negroes expect from the
meeting?"
What Negroes expect is the fulfill-
ment of the long overdue promise of
equality and justice for all in a domestic
society. We expect nothing more than
those fine Irish-Catholics expected, who
once were discriminated against and jim-
crowed in this — fair play.
We will accept nothing less.
We owe a debt to Jim Baldwin for
trying to get a dialogue under way be-
tween the Justice Department, The White
House and the Negro people. We are happy
the Baldwin group constituted a calibre
of people who cannot be flattered into
swaying from their convictions.
We hope there will be more meetings.
It is better to talk things over and
disagree than to have no communication
at all.
CI AIR K
1111111MMUI
NO OTHER WAY
Vice President of the United States,
Lyndon Johnson, a Southern white man
from Texas, said something last week
that other Americans ought to "stick a
pin in."
His statement established two impor-
tant facts: first that strong voices; for
justice for all Americans can and do rise
in the South; second, that historically,
some of the staunchest friends the Negro
has found in his corner down through
history have been white men of the South
or Southern extraction. Such was Abra-
ham Lincoln and scores of the abolition-
ists, as well as later friends of the Negro.
Mention of those facts is made here,
because in tense times like these it's easy A.
to forget a lot of fundamentals. Nobody II
is trying to call anybody a little piece of
God broken off. Neither is anybody prone
to lump all white folk into one basket
and call them devils. That's not the way
it is at all. Folks vary in inclinations and
kind.
LIKE A NORMAL HUMAN
It took a degree of courage, and cer-
tainly a lot of insight for Vice President
Johnson to say what he did. Among his
most telling points was the following
paragraph:
"To ask for patience from the Negro is
to ask him to give more of what he has
already given enough."
That seems like a pretty good answer
for those who keep saying the Negro is
pushing for reforms too hard, and expect-
ing them too fast. Anybody with a fair
sense of history will admit that the Negro •
has been a long time paying for the right.'
to be called a man and treated like a IF
normal human being.
NO OTHER WAY
The Vice President also said, "The law
cannot save those who deny it, but neither
can the law serve any who do not use it.
The history of injustice and inequality
is a history of disuse of the law. Law has
not failed — and is not failing. We as a
nation have failed ourselves by not trust-
ing the law and by not using the law to
gain sooner the ends of justice which law
alone serves."
That is strong reminder to Negroes to
remain within the law . . . the basic law
set forth in the U.S. Constitution and the
Christian Bible . . • as they press non-
violently for social justice. It also reminds
the white man that his best recourse is
within the fundamental laws of the land.
Vice President Johnson said, "One hun-
dred years ago, the slave was freed. One
hundred years later, the Negro remains
in bondage to the color of his skin. The
Negro today asks justice. The Negro says,
"Now." Others say "Never." The voice of 'w
responsible Americans — the voice of
those who died here (at Gettysburg) . . .
their voices say, "Together." There is no
other way."
GRIDING AXES
Then to close this second Gettysburg
Address . . . delivered by a second South-
ern white man . . . Lyndon Johnson said,
"Until justice is blind to color . . . until
education is unawaie of race ... until op-
portunity is unconcerned with the color of
men's skins . . . emancipation will be a
proclamation but not a fact. To the extent
that the Proclamation of Emancipation is
not fulfilled in fact, to that extent we
shall have fallen short of assuring free-
dom to the free."
Now, that's what Vice President John-
son said last week as he spoke to a Me-
morial Day audience in Gettysburg, Penn-
sylvania. It was a fitting, timely, intel-
ligent, courageous and statesmanlike. It
was a speech for the books.
It should receive wider distribution and
study. Its contents ought to be sent per-
sonally to a lot of oliticians, North and
South, who think it is to their personal
advantage to play on race hate and prej-
udice to hold their offices. It is not to
bp forgotten that in most areas where real
racial strife has developed, it has been
stirred up by politicians and others who
are griding axes of selfishness. Now
whatchubet!
S. B. Fuller Thinks Pc3itively
ONE OF THESE days, someone (I
hope it is me) is going to write a book
about one of the most interesting and
perceptive business men of our time.
His name is S. B. Fuller. He is a
former $100-a-week insurance salesman
who has built an empire of manufacture
and door-to-door sales in the cosmetics
business.
Mr. Fuller has become one of Ameri-
ca's authenic Negro milionaires. In 1956,
according to Fortune Magazine, his Chi-
cago-based enterprises grossed eighteen
million dollars.
As important as the fact that he has
been successful financially is the method
in which this witty, intelligent entre-
preneur has influenced for good the lives
of many, many people. There were, at
last official nose count, which I know of,
5,000 door-to-door Fuller salesmen in
principal cities of virtually every state of
the Union.
To these salesfolk, the Fuller system
is not merely a means of making a living,
but also a way of life. Traveling consis-
tently, Mr. Fuller keeps close contact with
his forces and has an almost photographic
memory for the names, factba, sales rec-
ords and personal situations of the men,
women and youngsters who sell Fuller
Products.
Possesses Sharp Mind
HERE IS a man with a mind as sharp
as a steel trap, an irresistible wit and a
philosophy which sparks his people into
recognizing that the next frontier for the
Negro is economic.
He applies a deep sense of the spirit-
ual to his day to day living and business
practise.
A few years back, Mr. Fuller built a
palatial $300,000 home for his family in
Robbins, a small all-Negro community out-
side of Chicago. Some of the members of
the so-called "social-set" sneered at "Ful-
ler's Folly."
They were hard put to understand
why he should spend such a magnificent
sum of money in a community they con-
sidered sub-standard. How wrong these
people were is borne out by the fact that,
spurred by Fuller's example, other build-
ers have gone into the Robbins com-
munity to improve it and make money
out of it.
One incident, however, highlights the
way Super-Salesman S. B. Fuller's mind
works.
Rejects Hedge
INSPECTING his new home near the
time of its completion, Mr. Fuller no-
ticed some of the workmen digging into di
the grounds around the building. He in-
quired about this.
"Mr. Fuller," one of the workmen ex-
plained, "we are planting a hedge to
grow around your home."
"What hedge?" the -businessman de-
manded. "I didn't ask for any hedge."
"But, Mr. Fuller," the workman pro-
tested timidly, "the architect figured this
would please you. You see, here you are,
building a palace and right close to you,
within your view, are some of the d;rtiest
old shacks which some of your neighbors
live in. With a hedge, you can look out
your window or sit on your front porch
and you won't have to see those old
shacks."
"Forget the hedge," Mr. Fuller
snapped. "I'll have my nice house and
I'll see those old shacks and those people
in those old shacks will see my nice house
and clean up their old shacks. I don't need
no hedge."
I don't know if Mr. Fuller's optimisma,
bore fruit. I do know it reflected thelr
beauty of plbsltIve"
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• The Friendship District as-
sociation is in the midst of its
fourth board meeting at Pil-
grim Rest Baptist church, 491
E. McLemore ave., announce
the church's pastor, Rev. C. M.
Lee.
The two-day meeting is be-
ing held Thursday and Fri-
day. June 13-14. Session with
study periods are from 10:30
a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Rev. 0. C.
Crivens and Mrs. Lillian Lob-
bin are in charge.
The morning sermon is to be
delivered by Rev. E. M. An-
derson, of East Cannon. At
2:30 p.m. the Women's Auxi-
liary will meet. Mrs. Brady
Johnson, the president will
preside. Rev. L. A. Muller of
Early Grove Baptist church
will speak.
The Young People session
will be held at 7:30 p.m. Mrs.
•
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RAYMOND WHITE, shortstop for the BARSOTT1 Dodgers
is considered one of the best fielding shortstops in the
Semi Pro League. He has been scouted by a number of
major leagues. He has never failed to make the Semi-
Pro League's All-Star team. White will be counted on
heavily by Pat Patterson of the North All Stars. The
little shortstop carries a pretty good bat. Last season he
hit 10 homeruns and had a batting average of .340. lie
will be playing in the All-Star games scheduled for Belle-
vue Park, Sunday, June 23. (Photo by Ernest Withers)
Association To Meet Thurs., Fri.
I. Payne and Mrs. E. Wilson
will be in charge.
The Thursday evening ser-
mon is expected to be deliver-
ed by Rev. U.S. Beard, pastor
of Fullview Baptist church.
Friday morning's sermon is
to be givca by Rev, J. B.
Hooker of Greater Mt. Plea-
sant church. Rev. H. D. Car-
michale of Gilfield Baptist
church will preach the even-
ing sermon. The choirs will
sing at 7:30 p.m. Directing
will be the president, Dan
Branch.
Rev. Perdy Moody is the
moderator of the Western
region; Rev. E. M. Anderson
is moderator of the North-
Eastern regional and Rev. S.
Townsel and Rev. L. R. Don.
son are moderators of the
South-Eastern region.
of the North Carolina Mutual
Life Insurance Company of
Durham, N. C., and vice chair.
man of "Durham's Interim
Committee on Race Relations"
in commenting on the present
racial disturbances throughout
the country, says:
"The desire for freedom
and a better way of life on
the part of under-privileged
peoples throughout the world
cannot be crushed without
destroying the human race.
It is an ever rising tide
whose flow may be damned.
but it will not and cannot be
damned."
'Too strenuous efforts to
block the Evolution of this
struggle for social, economic.
and political justice would be
an invitation to Revolution.
"The young people are on
the march. They are deter-
mined to move forward 'with a
steady beat until their weary
By
MRS. CARLOTTA WATSON
Counselor
B. T. Washington High School
MUSING: "Many a person
has discovered that real free-
dom is never gained by break-
ing legitimate laws. Just doing
what you please, and follow-
ing that impulse, is not true
freedom. Obeying a sudden im-
pulse to follow the primose
path usually starts or strength-
ens some bad habit which
forges shackles on our charac-
ters and destroys by just so
much our freedom. A lawless
person is never free. He is a
victim of his own unaccount-
able impulses and soon a slave
to his own bad habits" . . .
George Walter Fiske.
Dear Mrs. Watson:
I am 14 and I have a flat
nose, my lips are too full ... I
am so disgusted. I cannot go on
like this . . . Not only that I
am inclined to be fat. What
can I do.
Troubled
Dear Troubled:
If you were perfectly satis-
fied with your looks, I dare
say you would be one in a
thousand. Almost everyone has
a mouth, or a nose or some-
thing that he or she would
rather not have. The fact that
you dislike some of your fea-
tures and you are willing to
make the best of them is part
of your personality.
Use a very becoming powder
or lipstick and that may detract
from your physical features.
No one is perfect. If you
changed all your features, you
would not be YOU.
Segregation Doomed,
Says Insurance Exec
Asa T. Spaulding, president feet come to the place for
which their fathers sighed.'
They will not be deterred by
arrests, jail sentences, fire
hose, police dogs, nor death it-
self, for they feel that freedom
and first-class-citizenship
in the air and they
permitted to breathe
are
must be
this air.
Somewhere along the way
they have heard of the Amer-
ican Dream and the American
Promise, and they have set out
to make them living realities.
"The walls of segregation
are certain to be washed away
by the onrushing tide of his-
tory and change," concluded
Spaulding.
Killed At Grave
BOURGOIN, France — (UPI)
— Mrs. Henri Quay, 74, was
killed by lightning as she
placed flowers on the grave
of her daughter.
•
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THE ROARING 20'S
IS ROARING
SPECIAL RATES NOW $10.00 PER MEMBERSHIP
JOIN NOW MEMBERSHIP IS LIMITED THIS SPECIAL OFFER WILL
LAST UNTIL SEPT. 1, 1963 AFTER THEN THE CLUB WILL BE CLOSED
TO NONE MEMBERS. $1.00 cover charge to non members.
MIS ClUR OFFERS:
The finest Of food
live Entertainment
Dancing Nightly
Private Party Rooms
Club Meetings, frat Meeting, Bridge Parties
"TRU Of CHARGE TO MEMBERS"
OUT OF TOWN ATTRACTION ONCE A MONTH
COURTNEY'S ROARING 20'S CLUB
Courtney Harris, Mgr.
112 Jackson Ave. Phone 526-9970 Memphis, Tenn.
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St. Louis Host
To Leaders At
Equal Job Meet
Community leaders from five
states, including Tennessee,
have been invited to a regional
equal opportunity conference
to be held in St. Louis, Mo. on
June 26, according to Vice
President Lyndon B. Johnson.
Leaders from four other
states, Arkansas, Kansas, Mis-
souri and Nebraska, will par-
ticipate in the conference.
The Vice President, chair-
man of the President's Com-
mittee on Equal Employmmt
Opportunity, and Hogart Tay-
lor, Jr., executive vice chair-
moo, of the committee, will
take part in the discussion.
The purpose of the confer-
ence is to inform community
leaders about new job oppor-
tunities resulting from Pres-
ident Kenkedy's Executive Or-
der 10925 to insure equal em-
ployment opportunity in the
Federal government and by
government contractors with-
out regard to race, creed, color
or national origin, and to ob-
tain the advice and support of
"grass roots" community lead-
zrs for increasing equal em-
ployment opportunity at local
levels.
Howard B. Woods, editor of
member of the President's
the St. Louis Argus and a Geeter Honors 3 ForCommittee, has bzen named
by the Vice President as gen-
eral chairman of the St. Louis
Regional meeting.
Urge Extension For
Civil Rights Group
The Young Democratic Clubs
of America have urged strong
support for extension of the
Civil Rights Commission for
another four
President Allan T. Howe,
appeared before the Senate
Constitutional Rights Sub-
committe to voice his organi-
zations' view that the Com-
mission is "the logical agency
to be assigned the task" of
providing "a channel by which
z peaceful solution may be de-
veloped consistant with con-
stitutional requirements and
guarantees" when "situgtions
of racial tension and potential
violence" develop.
Howe, a Salt Lake City, at-
torney and administrative as-
sistant to Senator Frank Moss
of Utah, noted President Ken-
nedy's statement that "if the
commission is to serve as ef-
fectively as is needed, it must
be placed on a more stable and
permanent basis."
'NEW ISSUES'
"Local communities," the
young Democratic leader de-
clared, "cannot solve all of
their CM' Rights problems at
Elected President
MICHAEL TEICHOLZ
NEW YORK — (VIP) — The
board of directors of Donbar
Development corporation has
announced the election of
Michael Teicholz as president
and chief executive officer of
the company.
Product of a family of build-
ers, TeicAlz is recognized as
one of the most prominent cre-
ators and developers of inter-
racial housing and recreation
projects.
Donbar is builder of a 400-
home integrated development,
Donbar Estates, at Westbury,
Long Island — and owns and
operates two country club de-
velopments, Sandales Number
One and Two, in Southern
Jersey.
one time. New Civil Rights is-
sues are constantly being pre-
sented as communities solve
the most pressing issues first.
. . .
"If we are to see steady,
consistent, a n d systematic
progress," Howe continued,
"then the assistance of the
commission will be needed by
local communities on an ex-
tmded basis."
Howe concluded that: "Our
Nation has learned the lessons
of Oxford and Birmingham, of
Chicago and Washington, that
racial relations are changing
and that they will continue to
change either after violence
and bloodshed or after negotia-
tion, consultation and advice.
By applying the technical re-
sources and good offices of
thz Federal government to the
problems, Senate Bill S. 1117
holds out the hope of peaceful
and orderly progress. We re-
spectfully urge that Congress
enact this measure and hasten
the day when all men may
enjoy in freedom, the full pro-
tection of the laws under our
Constitution."
90 Years Of Service
On May 29 at high noon, the
faculty and students of Geeter
High school presented a pro-
gram honoring three retiring
employees: Mrs. Sammie W.
James, a teacher; Mrs. Emma
Mullins, janitress, and Hanni-
bal Geeter, of the custodial
department.
The impressive demonstra-
tion was witnessed by patrons
of the community and Rev.
Jones Williams, pastor of Wil-
son Chapel AME church, who
were unaware of the nature of
the gathering, because of the
secrecy involved.
The service of the honorees
totaled 90 years at a well-
known school. Mrs. James,
born and reared in the com-
munity, attended classes in Old
Plunkett Chapel Church and
McDaniels Furniture & Appliance Co.
117 So. Parkway East WH 6-1667'
B. W. McDANIEL,
OWNER
McCALLISTER WATERS, j
Gen. Sales Mgr.
MAC'S WEEKLY SPECIAL
FEDDERS
FAVORITES...
proven in thousands of homes!
LET US INSTALL AND FINANCE THE AIR CONDITIONER
THAT'S NECESSARY TO COOL YOUR HOME —
MONTHLY RATES
AS LOW AS $8.25 Pew Month
returned in 1920 as a member
of the Geeter faculty.
Mrs. Emma Mullins is a long
time resident of the communi-
ty and resides across the street
from the school. Mr. Hannibal
Geeter was the first janitor of
the school which bears his fam-
ily name.
Miss Tillie L. Wilson, who
has been a friend c the fam-
ily "since the Model A Ford
day," made the address honor-
ing Mrs. James, and Mrs. Pearl
Y. Elmore honoring Mrs. Mul-
lins and Mr. Geeter.
Many presentations were
made with the faculty giving
each a Savings Bond. The
Smith family, a neighbor, en-
tered into the spirit of the oc-
casion by sending money and
other gifts. Appropriate mu-
sical numbers by Robert Mat-
thews, Mrs. Mattie Haston and
Mr. David Newborne rounded
out the program.
T. J. Toney is principal of
the school.
Male Chorus At
St. Peter To
Give Program
The Male Chorus of St. Pe-
ter Baptist church, 1410 Pil-
low St., has made plans to
observe its annual chorus day,
Sunday, June 16 at 3 p.m.,
announces the president R. J.
Spencer.
The public is invited to
attend. Rev. C. J. Gaston is
the church's pastor.
Expensive Calf
LA ROCHE - SUR - YON,
France — (UPI) — A raven-
ous calf ate an apron and was
dispatched by his angry mas-
ter of the slaughter house.
In the pocket of the apron
was a wallet containing 330
francs ($66). But only shreds
of the wallet were found in
the calf's stomach.
EDGAR DAVIS
& SONS
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
Edgar Davis Clairborn Davis
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
BUILDERS Of COMMERCIAL,
INDUSTRIAL AND RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTIO
THIS INCLUDES:
1. NEW BUILDING
2. REMODELING
3. NEW ADDITION
"ANYTHING OTHERS DO TO A BUIlDING,
WE CAN DO BETTER"
EDGAR H. DAVIS AND SONS, INC.
1355 So. Parkway East Phone 948-8069
Memphis 6, Tenn. 942-5411
Freedom Walkers
Convicted Fined
FORT PAYNE, Ala -- The
Freedom Walkers, a group of
young men who attempted to
continue a slain postman's
journey to Mississippi, were
convicted here June 3 of "con-
duct calculated to breach the
peace" and fined $200 each.
The men had been in several
Alabama jails — including no-
torious Kilby Prison — since
May 3.
Star witness for the state at
the trial was Colonel Al Lingo,
director of the Alabama Pub-
lic Safety department. Lingo
testified that "racial tension
was high" on the day the walk-
ers crossed into Alabama, and
that they were jailed to "pre-
vent somebody being killed."
Attorney Fredy Gary of
Montgomery, citing several Su-
preme Court cases in which the
court held that if peaceful pro-
test is met with violence, those
who perpetrate the violence
should be arrested, and not
those protesting.
Gray asked Circuit Judge
Hawkins to dismiss charges of
"disorderly conduct" against
James Forman, executive sec-
retary of the Student Nonvio-
lent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC) and Lands,. McNair, a
SNCC field secretary. Both
were arrested May 3 in For-
man's car after they drove
across the Alabama state line.
Judge Hawkins dismissed the
charges.
All 10 Freedom Walkers —
half from SNCC and half from
the congress of Racial Eauality
— announced they would ap-
neat the conviction and the
fine. The 10 are now out of
jail on an aggregate appeal
bond, which includes court
costs, of $2.500.
Eric Weinberger, 31, a CORE
volunteer, ate food yesterday
for the first time in 31 days,
Civil rights observers here say
this is one of the longest fasts
in the history of the movement.
Weinberger walked into the
courtroom, but had to be help-
ed occasionally by others. He
lost approximately 40 pounds.
Rust College To
Build $300,000
Science Building
HOLLY SPRING, Miss. —
Following the 97th Commence-
ment exercises at Rust college,
last week, ground-breaking
ceremony for a $300,000 science
building was held. Dr. W. L.
Robinson, district superinten-
dent of the Tupelo district of
the Methodist church, deliver-
ed the address. Also partici-
pating were Mrs. C. Collins,
Harvey, of the trustee board;
Dean W. A. Waters, S. C. Tor-
rence of the faculty; Leslie Mc-
Lemore, J. W. Williams and
Rev. W. C. Prueitt.
The new Science Building is
the first of the major build-
ings to be constructed during
the Centennial Developing
Program for Rust college. The
objective of the Centennial
Development Program is to
secure $1,600,000. Rust College
will celebrate its Centennial
in 1966.
The science building will
house the biology and chemis-
try laboratories, several class
rooms, offices and lecture
rooms.
Sorority To
Give Charity
Fashion Show
The Alpha Beta chapter of
Alpha Pi Chi sorority and the
Advisory Case Committee of
Children's Bureau have made
plans to present a fashion
show, entitled "Fashions on the
Gold Strip."
The charity show is set for
Sunday, June 23, from 4 to
p. m., at the Abe Scharff
Branca, YMCA Pool, 254 S.
Lauderdale. Some of the town's
top models and designers will
appear in the show.
•
JIMMY
PAYNE
VOLKSWAGEN
TRADE-INS
959 V.W. reel $795
Delivery. Mech. poet,.
'57 Ford .....$695
2-jr. Custom 300. V-8. au-
tomatic, MOT. tartory air
95$ DKW-1000 $495
2-dr. hardtop. $75 doc
'60 V.W. ....$1295
Deluxe sedan. (2 to choose
from.)
'61 VW. $1495
Convertible (2 to choose
froin).
'63 Ghia  • $$$$
Convertible. demo.
'61 Cher.  $1295
2-dr. Iltieraalts (5-cyl ). Lo-
ral (.
'58 V.W. $995
Sedan. (2 to choose from )
'59 Ford • • ••$795
Custom 4-8r., V-8. auto-
matic. radio la heater.
'62 Ghia ...$1995
No. 1112A — !Carman Ghia
rocrertthle
V.W. ...$1495
-Sedan
2509 SUMMER
FA 3-4501
4.. et
 eie
rolyn Garner, Miss Carole
••smosa•magm•••••••••••A Jamison, Miss Yvonne Brooks,
Mrs. Bessie Dorsey, Mrs. Eddie
a SOCIETY Holman, Mrs. Margaret Yancy,P Mrs. Jacquelyn Knight, Mrs.
I J. Johnson, Miss Eva Broome
and 'Mrs. L. T. Brooks, the
latter the honoree's mother.
LUNCHEON AT AIRPORT
I Thousands of Memphians
I= 
111 drove out for a look at our
or: . magnificent new municipal air-
▪ port . . . more thousands were
on hand for the outstanding
I, speech made at the dedication
. I ceremonies by the Honorable61.
Go-Round
I and among the 800 or more
.....- Persons at,end ne the aut -
gat a il 1 111 I M 0 . III III a IN RU ll al El a • lirl' ful luncheon which preceded
al*. the dedication, were several
Bridal veils and sheepskins 
members of the Negro commu-
- pre-nuptial parties and bon nity, including J. A. Beau-
voyage parties — plus varied champ, Atty. and Mrs. Russell
and sundry meanderings to Sugaimon. Jr., Atty. and Mrs.diaint commencements, sum- A. W. Willis, Atty. and Mrs.
rntrr schools and vacation B. L. Hocks, Atty. A. A. Lit-
trips . . . of such as these dot ing, Dr. G. W. Stanley lsh,
the horizon of the social scene. Lt. George W. Lee and his
BRIDES pretty teen-age daughter, Gil-
Flurries of excitement da Lee, Frank Scott, Mr. and
marked the many pre-nuptial Mrs. Taylor, C. D. Hayes, Dr.
parties given for our recent and Mrs. Vasco Smith. Mrs.
brides — the former Misses Jesse Turner, 0. W. Pickett,
Grace Collins and Charlotte Rev. H. L. Starks, Dr. Charles
Brooks. L. Dinkins, McCann L. Reid
Miss Collins was married in and others.
a' beautiful wedding at the SICKLE CELL DRIVE
home of her parents, Mr. and Another outstanding recep-
Mrs. Henry A. Collins of 979 tion was that of the Sickle
Clack Place last Sunday after- Cell Anemia Drive Fund Corn-
noon to Milton Lanier Bran- mittee, held at the Student
don, son of Mrs. William Brad- Union Building of the Univer-
ford and the late Mr. Brandon, sity of Tennessee last Friday
in the presence of their fami- night, at which time more than
lies and a few close friends. $2,000 was presented by the
Immediately following the committee as the result of the
wedding, the couple were recent community drive to aid
complimented at a wedding he Sickle Cell Research Corn-
re.Ception given by the bride's mittee of the University of
family at Love Hall in the Tennessee, headed by Dr. C. L.
Parish House of The Second Dinkins and his assistant, Dr.
Congregational Church. Louis Barreras.
Miss Brooks was married The beautiful reception room
last Monday to Samuel Polk in the Student Union Building
in -a beautiful and impressive at the corner of Dunlap and
ceremony at Mount Olive Ca- Madison avenues features a
thedral. She is the daughter decor of blue with contrasting
of the Rev. and Mrs. P. L. white background draperies
Brooks with a symmetrical print. The
Stories in detail of both
weddings will be carried in MIS BROOKS' PARTIES
the next issue of the Tri- The former Miss Charlotte
State Defender. Brooks, who married Samuel
PARTIES Polk last Monday, was feted
A kitchen shower was given with a miscellaneous shower
for Miss Collins last week by at the smart traditional home through. the. courtesy of the
several of her close friends; of Mrs. Beulah Sanifer at 1431 Carnation Milk Company.
also, at a cocktail party given Kansas by the senior choir of Among the persons present
at the Memphians Club last Martin Temple CME church. for the presentation and appre-Friday night by her cousins, This lovely affair was hos-
ciation reception were Dr. andMrs. L. Alex Wilson and Miss teased by Mrs. Cora Spencer. Mrs. C. L. Dinkins, Dr. andMarilyn Watkins. president and the other choir Mrs. Louis Barreras, James
At this soignee affair, the members. Two young ladies0 Childs, who has worked ar-bride-elect chose a trousseau o e Mattie E. Coleman dently throughout the yearsdress of oysterwhite silk. ganization served punch from for such an occasion; Mrs.
Beautiful floral decorations a beautifully decorated table Maurice Fowler, Thomas
were seen about the club featured pastel decorations. Hayes, James Chandler, Sr.,
rooms, and in the dining room Miss Brooks received many Dr. Krause, Howard Jackson,
of the club, where buffet re. useful and beautiful gifts.
LINEN SHOWER Mrs. Marie Adams of City
Beautiful Commission- Mrs.Bride-elect Charlotte Brooks Duria Jones, Mrs. Barbara An-
was also entertained by Mrs. derson, Mrs. Sam Williams,Louella Jackson and Mrs. An- Mr. and Mrs. Leon German,
nie Mae Sanders with a linen Rev. W. C. Holmes, members
dispensed festive pink cham- i shower at the home of Mrs. of the Mothers March Corn-
tail 
and other favorite cock-;Jackson, 1371 Vollentine. mittee, the Kellog Employees
choices to scores of j The honoree received a cor- Social Club, Registered Nurs-
es guests at the party. 'sage of white carnations, and Association and the Prac-
▪ Adlai Stevenson, U. S. ambas-
sador to the United Nations ..
past was served by one of our
better known caterers.
At the bar, the bride-to-be's
brother and cousin, Thomas
Collins and Thomas Watkins
whose dress of pale blue
draped chiffon with its match-
ing Grecian stole was a posi-
tive sensation. Rosa Robinson,
Grace's aunt, chose a smart
India inspired blue and gold
water-colored silk.
Guests included Russell and
Laurie Sugarmon, Charles and
Evelyn Iles and their sister
and sister-in-law, Rose Nell
Iles, Helen Hayes and Frances
Hayes, Bertha and Clinton Ray,
Elmer Henderson, Jewel Gen-
try Hulburt, John and Juani-
a Arnold, Rubye Gadison,
Helen Shelby, Mary and Jack
Roberts, A. W. and Ann Wil-
lis, Callie Stevens, California's
Silas and Gladys Perkins —
she the mathematics brain
trust who works on the Moon
Orbital Flight in California —
all hush-hush, and working
diligently to land our astro-
naughts on the moon in a few
years hence.
Others included: Lois and
Charles Tarpley, Odiestiene
and James Herndon, Dr. Vasco
and Maxine Smith, Gloria and
Howard Simon, Joyce and
Howard Pinkston — and loads
more.
Saturday night, Rosa Rob-
inson enterta0ed the bridal
party and tafer friends of the
honoree at a lovely wedding
supper at her home on Engle-
wood.
The hostesses were pretty 'from her guests many linens
in festive dresses for the hap- for the traditional hope-chest.
py occasion — Marilyn in Some of the guests at this
emerald green and Emogene happy shower were Mrs. Flo-
in pink. eats Fleming, Mrs. Lula Por-
Center of much attention
was the bride's vivacious sis-
ter from Springfield, Mass.,
Mrs. Dorothea Collins Poole,
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED
'WE KILL TO LIVE'
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
- FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Ph. FA 7-6033
(clip and save)
DEFENDER
W. 0. Speight, Sr., who flew— —
to Connecticut to attend the
graduation of their son and
grandson, William 0. Speight,
III, who finished with high
honors from the Wooster
School.
Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Johnson
were present at the graduation
of their daughter, Miss Lynda
Johnson, another honor stu-
dent, at Our Lady of the Angels
Preparatory School at Clinton.
Iowa.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Walker
went to Pougkeepsie, New
York for the graduation of
their son, A. Maceo Walker,
Jr., at Oakwood Preparatory
School, From Pougkeepsie, the
Walkers are taking an extend-
ed trip which will take them
to Wisconsin and to Rockford
Ill., to visit with Mrs. Walker's
brother and family, Dr. and
Mrs. Jefferson Ish.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Gilliam
went to New Haven, Conn., to
attend the commencement ex-
ercises of the famed Ivy
League school Yale. where
their son, Herman (Art) Gil-
liam, was graduated with hon-
ors with a bachelor of science
degree in business administra-
tion. He was a graduate of
the Westminister Preparatory
school in Connecticut and plans'
to enter the University of
Michigan to pursue graduate
work in business administra-
tion and actuarial science.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Abron
went to Bennett College for
the commencement exercises
of the famous women's college,
where their daughter Hazel
was another honor graduate.
Mrs. Marcellene Turner is
the recipient of a felloWiiiip
award to study in special edu-
cation at Tuskegee Institute
this summer.
Mervin McCoy was but one
of the scores of teachers who
left town immediately at the
close of school for distant
points. He motored to his home
at Newport News, Va., and will
spend the summer there and at
other nearby cities along the
Eastern Seaboard.
Mrs. Sallie Bartholrew and
Mrs. Addie Jones will attend
t h e Guidance Counselors'
Workshop at Tennessee State
university thsi summer.
Mrs. Jewel Gentry Hulburt
will be leaving about the mid-
dle of the month to join her
husband in Lebanon where
she will witness the graduation
of Mr. Hulburt's daughters at
the American University at
Beirut, one receiving the mas-
ters degree and the other the
bachelor. From there they will
go to Dacca. East Pakistan,
where Mr. Hulburt is librarian-
consultant for United States
Information Service for the
State Department. Her trip to
the distant lands v-ill be by jet
plane by way of London, Par-
is, Geneva and Rome.
Get well wishes are extended
our friend and SKC club mem-
ber, pert Mildred J. Crawford,
who is recuperating from sur-
gery at the E. H. Crump Hos-
pital.
Mrs. Jennie B. Vance. of
Humboldt, Tenn., has been
very busy commuting between
Humboldt and Memphis. be-ter, Mrs. Rose Lewis. Mrs.iMrs, Jchn Outlaw, and their 'cause of the graduation of herAnnie Hayes, Mrs. Minnie Ar- father, Walter Marshall. lovely granddaughter. Missno , Mrs. Norma M. Ford., Prep school commencement
Miss Phyllis Brooks. Mrs. Ca-[[and the one at Yale University,
drew the following proud par-
 ents: Dr. and Mrs. W. 0.
Speight, Jr., and Dr. and Mrs.NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems •
With a Small Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
Approx.
C00, Yo[_, Mo.
Get— Payments
S 500.00 S 12.90
S1,000.00 S 23.70
51,500.00 5 34.50
$2,000.00 S 45.50
52,500.00 $ 56.20
$5,000.00 $110.82
Be Wise' Choose
State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS A DAY
Its Better to
Borrow At a Bank"
11 cup Specs vinegar 
', teaspoon sugar
2 tablespoons oil '. 
teaspoon salt
3 tablespoons pre- 
2 tablespoons
pared horseradish mayonnaise
Combine all ingredients thoroughly
and chill before adding to 
salad.
servings.
OUR 75th YEA R
Apple Coder or Distilled
At Grocers Everywhere
frappe table was resplendent
with a floral centerpiece of as-
sorted pink flowers, and the
delicious pink frappe was
served under the supervision
of Mrs. James L. Rowland
tical Nurses Association.
CHIT CHAT
Mrs. Julia Higgins of Seat-
tle, Wash., is visiting her neice
and brother-in-law, Mr. and
Jacqueline Brodnax, an honor
eraduate of Father Bertrand
High a n d other festivities
which attended the happy
milestone.
• 'a
4061.‘.
BEULAH ANDERSON
Beulah Anderson To
Be Wed Here June 30
Miss Beulah Ettry Ander-
son, daughter of Mrs. Nellie
Anderson Scruggs of 2366
Cable Ave., this week an-
nounced plans for her mar-
riage to Cleveland Rankin,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Cleve-
land Rankin, Sr., of 2306 Rol-
lins.
er of the prospective groom,
and Steve Payton.
A reception for the couple
will be given at the church by
the mother of the bride-elect
immediately following the i
ceremonies.
The vows will be exchanged
Sunday, June 30, at 4:30 p.m.
at St. John Baptist Church
Vance with the pastor, Rev. A.
McEwen Williams, officiating.
Music will be furnished by
Mrs. Homer Turner, Sr., at the
organ, and Miss M. Antoinette
Mitchell as soloist. •
The bride-elect will be given
in marriage by her uncle, Rev.
Willie Wade. Miss Bettye Jean
Moore will be maid of honor.
ALSO IN PARTY
Her other attendants will in-
clude Miss Deborah Lucille
Cherry, her cousin, of Jackson,
Tenn., and Miss Louise Reyn-
olds of Memphis.
Little Misses Garrie Lynn
Gossett and Loretta Lewis
will serve as flower girls, and
Michael Clark will be ring-
bearer.
Best man will be John Bog-
gan of Michigan. Groomsmen
will be James Rankin, broth-
ABC
MAIDS
Guaranteed Job in New York
Transportation & Meals
Advanced
Westinghouse Exclusive!
FURNITURE STYLED
ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS
WOOTEN'S
FURNITURE
AND APPLIANCES
1427 Hollywood - Phone 324-2166
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Bethel AME Church •
Observes Men's Day
When the Tennessee Social
club met recently at the home
of Mrs. Sammie Lee Carter,
she 'entertained with refresh-
ments. The hostess led the de-
votion..
A short business session wale
conducted by the president,
Mrs. 4 Bailey. The next meet-
iqg has been set for Mrs. Nan-
cy Cochran's home on Walnut
St. Mrs. Carter is the club's
reporter.
Prices Starting Al
$1895.00 $9500 Down
$57.95 Per Month
SCHILLING
ON UNION
THE BIG MEOW SUPERMARKET
939 UNION AVENUE
Memphis, Tennessee
Open Mites BR 2-7561
Away from home? Wonder how things are? Just pick up
a phone. Whether you're out of town or only across
town, nothing else puts you in touch so quickly ...
so easily... at such low cost.
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CHICAGO, Ill. — The pro-
motion of three members of
the home office staff was an-
nounced recently by Supreme
Life Insurance Company of
America's president and chief
executive officer, Earl B.
Dickerson.
Calvin F. Vismale, CLU
formerly administrative assis-
tant to the agency director
was promoted to manager,
home office agency depart-
ment. Vismale was employed
by the company in August,
1961 from United Mutual
Life Insurance Company of
New York.
Miss Juanita Whiteside,
formerly assistant agency sec-
retary in the agency depart-
ment has been named agency
secretary. She was employed
by the company in October,
1952 from Mammoth Life and
Accident Insurance Company.
Kenneth Wilson formerly
assistant to the director of
personnel was promoted to
manager of personnel. He was
employed by the company in
July, 1962 from the Chicago
Board of Education.
Woman Nearly
Itches To Death
"linearly iteisen i to death
7)4 years. Then I femme/ a
New wonder creme.Now
I'm happy." writes Mrs.
P.RamsayefL A. Calif.
Here's blessed relief from
tortures of vaginal itch,
rectal itch, chafing, rash
eczema with an amazing now scientiAc
Ircrmu la called LANACANE.Thisfast-acting
enedicated creme kills harmful bacteria germ,
while it soothes raw, irritated and inflamed
tissue. Stops scratching--so speeds haling.
Doe's sutler I Gist LANACANE asisksgeas.
An Explosion,
of
Live Stea
A jet of liv• steam ex-
plodes, while the rice is
still in its husk, driving
natural vitamins and miner-
als deep into each white
grain. Ilse result is a totally
new rice ... high in food
value with a fresh new
flavor. Try it.
Kaye of Chicago Bob Hardy
of Chicago, and Miss Kay Pe-
rine who has resided in Chi-
cago for the past year. I'm
sum there were many more
I didn't get the chance to chat
with.
SATURDAY, JUNE 15, 1963
 
 
by3aftiriebnna C. CooktA
WOMEN ON CAMPUS Your scribe traveled to
This week the campus of
Lane college is the setting for
the State Federation of Wom-
en's Clubs serving as 'host.
The club members, under the
leadership of Mrs. Marie Penn,
City Federation president,
have gone all out to make the
stay of the delegates and vis-
iting members a wonderful
one in the Hub City.
Dance lovers in the Greek
world got their last big thrill
of the season on the evening
of Memorial Day when Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity played
hosts to Greeks and friends
at the Country Junction Night
Club on Highway 45 South.
With school just closing, it
gave everybody an opportu-
nity to let his hair down, as
the ole saying goes.
The music of Phillip Rey-
nolds and his band, with guest
artists Allen Merry and John
Parrish, made the night a most
enjoyable one.
Among out of towners seen
were Mr. and Mrs. Slack of
Chicago, Dr. and Mrs. Dewey
H. Tuggle, Jr. (Capt. Tuggle
and family just back from
Japan) Vincent Merry, now of
Nashville last Sunday to wit-
ness the Baccalaureate Serv-
ice of the 64th commencement
of Fisk University where Ross
Bruce Cheaiis, Jr. of Jackson
was graduated with the B.A.
degree in biology. Other grad-
uates from this area were Miss
Mary Rose Rodgers of Tren-
ton, who received the B. A.
degree in music and Leo
Thomas Hale of Milan who
received the B.A. degree in
history.
Also attending were Mrs. R.
B. Cheairs, Sr. of Jackson who
was joined by her husband,
R. B. Chcairs, Sr. of Milwau-
kee, Wis., Mrs. Georgia Kelley
Wisdom of Jackson, aunt of
Ross, Jr.; Mrs. Mary Perkins,
aunt of Miss Rodgers and Mrs.
Flora Howard, mother of Miss
Rodgers.
In Jackson for the high
school graduation of their
daughter, Faye, recently were
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Spring-
field of Cleveland, Ohio and
Miss Annie L. Springfield,
sister of Faye who is attend-
ing Tennessee A. & I. State
university.
Students home from college
Boston along with his sister, include Miss Joanne Merry,
Spelman; Miss Rhoda Jean
Beasley, Ralph Johnson and
Eloyd Thomas, Fisk; Miss Ed-
na Womack, Tuskegee; Misses
Jasque Cole and Patricia
Wortham, Knoxville; Cleo
Thomas, Univ. of Tennessee;
and those attending Tennessee
Supreme Life Ins.
fl._..__ 
I haven't been able to
.; see. Among Tennessee State
Promotes Three Robinson 3.'grads this spring were James nd Carol Booth of
Jackson.
DEGREE FROM
VANDERBILT
The Rev, William Johnson,
pastor of Salem CME church
in Madison County, received
the bachelor of divinity de-
gree along with 41 seniors
graduating from the School of
Divinity at Vanderbilt Uni-
versity last Sunday. Rev.
Johnson was graduated from
Lane College before entering
Vanderbilt.
Mrs. Vivian Bell was the
delightful hostess in her lovely
home to the Echo Bridge Club
at the regular bi-monthly
meeting. Some were lucky to
walk away with two prizes as
awarding of club prizes took
place at this meeting.
High scores for the six
months period receiving the
club prizes were: Mesdames
Bell, Bernice Lucas, Georgia
Atkins, and Carrie Bigger.
High scorers for the day were:
Mesdames Georgia Adkins,
Bernice Lucas, and Rosetta
McKissack. Mrs. Annie M.
Bond walked off with the
traveling prize. Others present
were Mrs. Vera Brooks and
your scribe.
A delieious menu preceded
the playing of bridge.
DEFENDER
SORORITY MEMBERS HONOR MOTHERS: Members of
Alpha Delta chapter of Alpha Pi Chi sorority honored
their mothers during a tea at the home of Mrs. Bernice
William, 1281 Worthington St., recently. Speaking at the
tea was Elder Blair T. Hunt. deputy chief probation of-
ficers of Memphis Juvenile court. He talked on the topic
"Progress of the Negro in the Last 100 Years." The theme
was in connection with the Sorority's national celebration
of the Emancipation. Each mother was presented a cor-
sage. The hostess, Mr. Williams played organ music while
LAKEVIEWING WITH GERRI
June, the month named for
he patron goddess of marriage,
s well on its way to endings,
and beginnings — graduations
and marriages; spring ends
and summer begins.
It has been a favorite month
f children and brides for
many years. June has been the
month for brides and marriages
or hundreds of years. This
tradition goes far back to early
Roman history.
• • •
Grinner, Eloise and James business period was held, with 
Mathis, pastor of Morning Star
D. Foster, assistant secretary: Mrs. V. P. Williams, vial,
President; Mrs. M. L. Payne. treasurer: Mrs. E. M. Dey=.
Weathers. business manager.
— —
f from the Board of Education Tif
the Methodist church.
Speaking to the group et-its
second meeting since corning
together as a club was,,, the
,president, Dr. E. A. Smith,
and E. L. Smith, director. of
,public relations.
Tile club's benefit tea., Nees
held at the Pilgrim Rest .11..p-
list church, and almost ,$.134
was raised.
Ground - breaking ceremony
for the science building -wall
Buy Your
1963 -
Eddie Parker, Delores and isessments for the state meeting Avery Chapel AME church, 
Cars Or
Tennessee State university.
Clay is assistant registrar and Used Cars
Harold Lewis, Beverly Craw- • ••• t. fundsf 882 E. Trigg Ave., started last m"'"
Sunday to hold "Open Air Re- rrom Us
ligious Services" at 630 p.m. FINANCING TO SUIT •
marriage. a reception was
"beneath the statuly Magnolia
The social pace in Lakeview Mardine King rlaude rreene, The rest of
 the time was taken the
trees on the church lawn.", 
YOUR PURSEheld in the home of Mr. and
has quickened perceptibly . , , Gloria and Kennel' Vinson,,in 
rehearsals for the state Mrs. Chester Brveon after
all ot which is ever so Pleasing Delores and Hos•se Alexander I
meeting. After practice was
which the couple left for their These services will continue
over, a very delicious cold
church, at the church, with only Open-Air Services
Washington, Doris and A. B. the president, Mrs. Vance in the immediate family present.
Hall, Gwen and Charles Ise-
bel. Josephine Whitthorne and 
the chair. Taking care of as- Mrs. Clay is a sophomore at Itt Avery Chapel
and palatable to this potentate Rita Jones and Thomas Fat
of the community, who defin- Mills. Members the gay
itely dotes on this diet of de- fling-ding were Helen Wha
luM,
incline lightful diversions. Sawyer and Bernice
A delightful change of pace•MaYes•
on Tuesday soir. was the eve- 
• • •
ning of relaxation with con- 
COACHER-OF-THE-YEAR
vivial cronies on the cool back '
Tames "Sinitty" Smith was
lawn of Stine and Sunbeam 
awarded the "Coach-of-the-
Mitchell. With a zesty supper Year" 
award in track in the
which featured tasty barbe- 
closing season.
cued chicken and ribs, Lasanga 
Bill (sparse) 1..lele was given
and yummy other things, Stine 
the Third (3rd) "Coach-of-the-
and Sunbeam entertained their Ye"" 
award for outstanding
raisons d'etre for manner, un- 
achievement in baseball. Hats
der the stars. This group in-
cluded Barbara and Joe Atkins,
Margaret Clay, Nedra and
"Smitty" Smith, several artists
from Club Handy and your
scribe and spouse, Bill.
• • • 
charming Mrs. Ortie Carr of
Last T h u r s d a y evening's, ,..
4869 Horn Lake. dent of the church school, 
andifrom 4 to 6 p. m.
agenda called for a bit of plc- i 
The gay revelers helping to Mrs. Flem Thomas directed the 
Gamer Currie will pay a
nicking on the beautiful lawn in _
I celebrate this gala event lead- Bible school, which is to close 
tribute to fathers. Music will
R on to the main one on on Sunday with the presenta- be 
furnished by some of Mem-
tion of awards and certificates. phis' most talented 
musicians.
Rev. J. T. Freeman is pastor A token will be given to the
oldest father present, the
of the church.
The Yard of the Month youngest father present and
awards that are given each to the father with the 
largest
month by the Gloxinia Art and family present. The public 
is
Garden club is creating more invited.
interest and the members are Mrs. Elizabeth Procter is
hoping that more people will 1 president; Rev. D. S. Cunn
ing-
refreshments were being served. The above mothers are:
seated, left-right: Mesdames Gissie Lester, Coma Sims, A.
Harris and Everlene Freeman. Standing, Mesdames Mahle
Grafton, Hattie Jacobs, Ray Parker, Ruby Benson, Clyde
Whitfield, and Bernice Williams. Not shown is Mrs. Rosa
Grey. Sorority members are Mesdames Delores Hilts, A.
Cumby, Vera Clark, Maxine Driver, Ardencia Gilmore,
Vivian Ford, Ruth Ilendrix, Gracie Lewis, Daisy Page,
Petty l'ayne, Rosa Pittman, Merdis Pewitt and Ghisle
Wallace. (Photo by Henry Ford).
Humboldt News
ney, Juanita and Ulysses Ti
itt, Joyce and Lawrence Black- The —uioxinia Art and Garden marriage to Mr. Bernard Clay. The donation was onlv a part
mon. Cynthia and Harold Win-'club met with Mrs. Alberta son of Mr. and Mrs. Alex Clay of the $100,000 the college is held on May 28.trey. Martha and Walter Frank-
lin, Marie Begley. Elaine and Jamison in Dyer, Mrs. Erma 
of Memphis. The marriage was attempting to raise in order to
grant •
Charles Campbell, Virginia Wynne as co-hostess. A brief 
performed by Rev. John H. qualify for a $200.000
instructor in business educe-
ford, Mat-cells- and Selma Jones, unit or s for the Little tion at Lane college. Following
Barbara and Eddie Bailey, Leaguers under Mr. Poston.
off to these guys for efforts
honeymoon. which included through Sept. 29. announces
plate with delicious fruit drink,
followed by home-made ice
cream and cake was served. To
the surprise of all, the hostesses
the church's pastor, Res'. Peter I
G. Crawford .
He said the purpose of the
outdoor services is to "recap-
presented each member with a tune the spirit and fervor of
beautiful blooming petunia;. 
.Mrs.. Martha Hall of St. Louis
the founding parents of the,
plant and some prince feathers, 
is visiting here, after baying
church 100 years ago."been away for sometime. She The public is invited to at- 'carrying out the flower garden is a former resident of Hum-
protect. Mrs. Jamison's yard boldt, and is here on business, tend. 
was beautifully arranged. The
flowers and yards in Dyer will
. Father's Day Teabe judged at a later date.Children in the community.
have been anxiously !baking 'AI Collins Church
their . • • to Bible School at .
and fruitful rewards! ! ! St. James Baptist church this' The 
Cooperative Circle of
• • • 
' week. Interest has been vete
Complimenting Miss Char- high. With 150 students and 11
lotto Broeks with a Bathroom instructors, there was much
shower last Thursday was going on in study and activity.
Mr. Brodie Davis is superinten-
June 10th were Jackie Knight,
Joan Jihnson. Carolyn Oarner.
friends congregated. Gathering re„
Jackie Hawkins, Marie Ward,
in the gloaming to sit and sip 
rri James. Kathy Terrell.
in easy convivialtiy were Max- 
Mrs. Eldora Amos, the bride-
and Vasco Smith, Rosie 
elect's sister Mose Yvonne.
and Genie Evans, Nedra and 
Phylliss and Mona Brooks, her
"Smitty" Smith, Martha Whit- 
vivacious mom. Mrs. Lottie
Brooks, Ernestine McFerren,
Semella Wilson. Hattie Jack-
son, Carolyn Jamison, Harriette
Yoorin and recent bride Jewel
G. Hulbert.
This gay profusion of best-
wishers provided for an eve-
ning of outstanding enchant-
ment for the young bride-to-be.
of Barbara and Joe Atkins,
where members of "The Mod-
erates," their husbands and
AIR CONDITIONERS
NEW USED from S1 39"
Kelvinator & York
TOM SAWYER
Appl. Service
618 1. McLEMORE WM 2-4332
IMMUSIPIAMmtassm.. •olmet,w,
Downtown ;
JUNE SALE
BLOCKBUSTERS!
For any information
Or regarding the merchandise in the ad . . .
CALL JAS-7821 ONLY
"WOODCREST"
DRESS LENGTH
REMNANTS
... If on full bolt,, would
he 59c yard.'
New crop of wash-and-wear
cottons, including broad. p
cloths plisses, batistes, to
see you cooly through
summer, Big selec.
tion of p(mIL
solids
1.1
 --111188110....."'WOWsusaw\
W. T. GRANT CO.
MAIN AT GAYOSO
Curiosity Kills Cat
LYON, France — (UPI) —
The curiosity of a cat cost him
his nine lives and plunged 30
villagers near Lyon into dark-
ness. Electricity failed when
the cat sneaked into an elec-
tric station and fatally touch-
ed a 60,000 volt wire.
Don't Cut Corns
Calluses, Warts
Use New Magic Rub Off
Thousands of sufferers from laming corns,'
calluses, and common warts now report
astonishing results with an amazing new
formulation that rubs them off painlessly
end safely without danger of infection from
cutting, acids or abrasives. Secret is a
wonder.working medicated creme celled
DERMA
-SOFT that softens and dissolves
those tormenting, hard to remove growths
so that they rub right off, leaving skin silky
smooth and soft. So don't suffer another
minute. Get DER M A•SOFT as all druggistii.
GET MORE
WHEN
POUR!
trips to Nashville. Knoxville
and Chicago. The Humboldt
community wishes them well
on their matrimonial journey.
Collins Chapel CME church
will observe its annual Fath-
ers' Day Tea, Sunday, June 16,
in the lecture room at the
church, 676 Washington ave.,
enter the contest. Yards do not ham, pastor.
have to be large or elaborate, - —
and it is honed that many more
will beautify their yards, and
enter. For this month, Mrs.
Lessie Campbell on Etheridge
Street will hold the planue for
the month, with Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Boatright taking second
place and Mr. and Mrs. James
Pearson on Maclin Street, third.
Club members' yards were not
judged this time, but will be
next, in a separate judging.
Wedding bells rang quietly
for Miss Myra Bryson, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Bryson, who was untied in
Complete Fountain
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RUST ALUMNI OFFICERS
tifficers of the Nleitiphis Rust club got together for this
photograph when Ir.icy held a benefit tea recently at the
Pilgrim Rest Baptist church. From left, they are Mrs. W.-
'Rust Alumni Give
$564 For Science
Building On Campus
The Memphis Rust C'ollegii
club, reorganized only last
April, reported $564.50 on a
new science building at Rust
college in Holly Springs, Miss.,
during the recent Alumni Day.
HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEAL FRS
THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6-8871
FURNITURE UPHOLSTERED
Guaranteed To Look Like New
Low, Overhead Prices
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CARNATION I
COOKING HINTS
agi4I HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF I
Drift away into a dreamland of balmy breezes and rolltng
surf with this Tropical Milk Cooler! Colorful and refresha
ing, this drink is a terrific pickup on hot days. Carnation
Evaporated Milk makes this drink smooth, creamy and
delicious. What a pleasant way for children and grown,
ups to drink more milk. Carnation is so good...for you
and for your cook;ng. Try some today.
TROPICAL MILK COOLER
(Makes about 5 cups)
12/3 cups (large can) undiluted CARNATION
EVAPORATED MILK
1 to 1/4 cups crushed ice
V4 cup sugar
21/2 cups cold orange-pineapple juke
ROSALIE
SCOTT
ol••
•116
•••
•I▪ p▪ t
•••
•••••••
ma.
•••I
Mix Carnation, Ice and sugar. Garnish with orange staZis.
Slowly add orange-pineapple Serve at once
juice. Mix well. Top with a Pmeepple or oramge-gropelat
scoop of sherbet, If desired, juice mail be aubstitursi±er
orange-pineapple fake.
DEFENDER
•••••••
Segregation: Is The Dam
Breaking In Dixie, North?
;file cry rose all cross the
sohland like the spring
--
crops pushing out of the
son
'!.We want freedom. We
want freedom."
They echoed through the
streets of modern downtown
business districts, the back al-
leys of squalid slums and roll-
ed north to the Potomac. Their
message was heard with a new
sense of urgency at the White
House_
'were were cries in the
north.
WON'T BE MOVED
"We will not be moved,"
chatated hundreds of demon-
strators in Philadelphia, "The
City of Brotherly Love."
An American crisis one
hundred years in the making
jolted the nation with the
frightening suddenness of a
never erupt.
The floodtide of protest
marches, demonstrations, vio-
lence, threats and court action
against racial segregation
seemed ready to burst the dam
that had held since the Civil
War.
For Americans, it was a new
kind of crisis. Instead of Ha-
vana, Moscow, or Berlin, the
places involved were—in many
instances — their own home-
towns.
Birmingham, Jackson,,
Greensboro, Raleigh, Tallahas-
the entrance of Negroes to the
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Never have the events moved b0
rapidly in the field of civil rights. Protest marches in the
South have led to violence and wholesale arrests. Demon-
strations have spread from coast to coast. The govern-
ment has stepped up its role in the field. President Ken-
nedy was faced with the worst racial crisis since Lincoln.
There was talk of new civil rights legislation. What was
happening? What next? A UPI team of Alvin Spivak,
Charlotte Moulton and William J. Eaton in Washington,
Al Kuettner and H.. L. Stevenson in Atlanta and cor-
respondents in a score of bureaus report on the situation
in the following in-depth dispatch.)
By United Press International)
volcano many believed would police. Temporary jail space
for 10,000 was quickly arrang-
ed. The lines of communica-
tions between the races were
all but broken.
KICKED OFF
On Saturday night, March
10, 1962 in Montgomery, Ala.
—a miserable cold and rainy
night — George C. Wallace
kicked off his campaign for
governor of Alabama with a
pledge.
He would, he said, "stand in
the schoolhouse door" to block
see, Philadelphia, Sacramento
and New York. All figured in
the crisis which stemmed from
the "sugar-coated" segregation
of the North to flagrant civil
rights violations in the South.
NOW PLANNED
Officials who had wondered
what the years ahead would
ring now desperately planned
for the months and weeks
ahead.
President Kennedy was re- Wallace says he will be on
ported considering a nation- hand when two Negroes seek
wide appeal unless the ten- to enroll at the all-white Uni-
ions subsided. versity of Alabama.
New York Congressman Ad- MY COVENANT
"
am Clayton Powell paused on : It is my covenant with the
a European trip to tell a Paris people," he says.
news conference: "The white The government has gone
man is frightened." I into federal court in Birming-
Alabama Gov. George c. ham to seek an injunction to
Wallace strutted his defiance block Wallace's "schoolhouse
and still pledged "segregation door" plans. Wallace is not
forever." He vowed to "stand expected to be on hand for regulated by the state—such
n the schoolhouse door" when the court proceeding. He vows as hotels—on constitutional
Negroes attempt to enter Ala- be there for the confron- grounds that such state-impos-
bama white schools. tation with whatever federal ed race restrictions deprive
Two are scheduled to enter men — marshals or U.S. troops Negroes of equal protection
the University of Alabama for —are sent with Vivian Malone of the laws.
:the summer term. Wallace says; to the university campus in New civil rights legislation
.he will carry out his pledge. Tuscaloosa or David McGlath- is due—within a matter of
• 'Iwo thousand troops trained erY to a branch at Huntsville, days.
in riot control—sent by the!Ala. The thrust of Robert Ken-
:President when bombings and j Birmingham. Ala. has been nedy's message to businessmen
street fighting erupted in sir- a powder keg for weeks, about desegregation in South-
5nitigham in mid-May re., More than 2.000 demonstra- ern hotels, theaters, stores and
mained on- the alert in Ala- tors were jailed early in May. restaurants is that lowering of
bama, despite Wallace's pro- Fire hoses and dogs were used racial restrictions is inevitable
testS. to disperse sullen, taunting and should come about through
THE HOT SPOTS , and rock-throwing Negroes. Negro-white cooperation in
Mississippi and Alabama, Then came a shaky truce, aft- each locality.
where public schools are rig-'er a biracial group agreed to President Kennedy hastily
idly segregated along with just; limited demands for desegre- summoned to a meeting 100
about everything else, are hot ' gation in some downtown business leaders who have in-
Spots. 'stores, better job opportunities terests in these facilities to
; An all-out campaign was for Negroes and more talk discuss the discrimination that
:promised by Negroes to break :about future steps. Negroes meet when they seek
.the barriers in Jackson, Miss.. But explosions rocked a Ne- the privileges whites enjoy.
Thee first day's action was a gro motel the night of May The attorney general has
lunch counter sit-in. i 11. Rioting broke out in the talked to other leaders, white
Result: Three demonstrators '.,treets Kennedy sent in troops and Negro
state's white public schools.
On June 10, 1963, Wallace
and the federal government
may face each other headon in
the gravest crisis since the
"Ole Miss" desegregation
showdown last fall. Two per-
sons were killed in rioting
that broke out when federal
marshals forced the enrollment
of James Meredith at the Uni-
versity of Mississippi.
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beaten, kicked and smeared to Alabama, ready to move
with catsup and mustard by into Birmingham. The truce
jeering whites. Later, hun- was restored before they were
dreds of Negro students burst needed.
without warning from their It hangs precariously.
school, shouting "Freedom. A federal judge has warned
Freedom" and hurling rocks at the city to prepare for school
desegregation or he will draw
up the plan himself.
The demonstrations could
begin again if the biracial
agreement comes unstuck.
THE TEMPO QUICKENS
"It's real grave. It could
tear the country apart."
"There is a general aware-
ness at the White House that
Birmingham had indicated at
least a much deeper emotional
sort of craving, I guess you
could call it, or need, on the
part of the Negro to find
progress that is more tangible
even than we had thought we
had come up with."
These are the words of men
high in the Kennedy adminis-
tration.
The men around Atty. Gen.
Robert Kennedy, the man car-
rying the ball most often in
the government's civil rights
push, view the spread of vio-
lence and demonstrations in
the South with worried faces.
The Administration is whip-
ping a new civil rights bill
into shape that will be aimed
at ending desegregation in
stores, hotels, theaters and oth-
er public business places and
schools. One proposal under
consideration would ban seg-
regation in any store involved
in interstate commerce. An
alternative would be to bar
segregation in establishments
Mau Mau Leader Attains Life
Dream With Kenya Election Win
By United Press International
Convicted Mau Mau ter-
rorist, Jomo Kenyatta at-
tained one of his life-long '
ambitions with the victory:
of the African National ;
Union Party in Kenya's na-:
Haat' elections.
As leader of the party. he
will become the first prime
minister of the British colony,
In -Africa which he hopes to,
lead to full independence in ,
the near future.
Thus the bearded nationalist'
leader — whose name means
Kikuyu tongue — achieved
Burning Spear in his native
through free elections what he
had failed to accomplish
through terrorism.
In 1953, Kenyatta was con-
victed of organizing the dread
anti-white Mau Mau movement
in Kenya and spent the next
nine years in prison and deten-
tion.
MAU MAU TOLL
The Mau Mau was pledged
to exterminate all whites in
Keliya as well as natives who
refused to join it or give it sup-
port. From Kenyatta's arrest
in 1952 until the terrorist or-
ganization was crushed in 1958.
the Mau Mau took a fearful
togsf whites and blacks.
During the sin-year emer-
gency. the Mau Mau killed 95
Europeans. 29 Asians and about
2.300 Africans. Security forces,
killed more than 10.000 of the
terrorists and hundreds more:
were hanged.
In 1961. the man whom
Kenya Gov. Sir Patrick Reni-
son had denounced the Year
before as "the African leader
to darkness and death." was!
freed of all restrictions. By
then. th'! British already were,
working toward an independent
Kenya under African rule.
Fiercely proud of his tribal
affiliation. Kenyatta is the
grandson of a Kikuyu medicine
man and the orphaned son of
a herdsman.
He was about 10 years old
when he showed ip at a
.Church of Scotland Mission
,ra ar Nairobi with a spinal ail-
ment. An operation probably
saved his life.
The missionaries baptized
him Johnstone Kaman and
trained him as a carpenter. He
took his present name when
he went to woik in Nairobi as
a clerk.
In the 1920s he joined what
became the Kikuyu Central
Association and began agitat-
ing for reforms.
A compelling speaker, he fi-
nally became secretary of the
association and in 1929 was
sent to London to present his
tribal grievances over land and
appeal for a larver share in
government for the Africans.
He visited Europe and the
Soviet Union. then returned to
Kenya. but went back to Lon-
don In 1931 on another mis-
sion. While in London, he
shared an apartment with
American singer Paul Robeson.
AWAY 15 YEARS
He remained in London for
15 years. studying anthropology
and economics at the Univer-
sity of London and working
on a farm in Sussex during
\Vie Id War II.
He married a white school
tea;lier, Edna Grace Clark. in
1943 and they had a son. Peter.
He left them when he returned
to Kenya and married an Afri-
can woman by whom he has
two daughters.
After the war, Kenratta
Joined Kwame Nkrumah. now
president of Ghana, and other
nationalists in a Pan-African
Movement.
In 1948. lie returned to Ken-
ya where he joined the Kenya
African Union and was elected
its president the following
year.
Kenyatta says he is about 73
years old although he looks
about 10 years younger.
He sat down in New York
City May 24 with writer
James Baldwin, singers Harry
Belafonte and Lena Home—
all Negroes—and other artists.
Baldwin's comment after- else breaks down, use of fed-
ward that Kennedy seemed eral muscle as exemplified in
troops at Oxford, and the
standby units near Birming-
ham.
A key question in Kennedy's
mind is not only whether state
and local authorities are able
to cope with situations like Ox-
ford or Birmingham — but
whether they desire to.
"The President is certainly
aware of the mood of the Ne-
gro community," one aide has
noted. Kennedy's setup on the
civil rights front reflects the
serious attention he gives to
demands that have been made
by Martin Luther King and
other Negro leaders for action.
ONE DEMAND
One of these demands has
been a "second emancipation
proclamation."
Kennedy has no intention of
bowing to all the demands, in-
cluding the proclamation, but/
s/ 
•
he is convinced more must bel
done to satisfy the grievances.;
And sooner than he first ex- 1
aide says, "we are really proud
One knowledgeable Kennedy For Banning Negro Homebuyerspected.
of the strides we have made.
But now we are really taking
another look, with the idea of
exceeding what we have been
doing.
"Legislation is a part of it.
There are other parts, also.
"It is difficult to define this
in terms of 'turning a corner'
or s 'radical change.' It isn't a
'radical change' because we're
not dealing with problems we
haven't already been dealing
with; it's just that we've got
to move faster."
The words were "deliberate
speed" but this judicial doc-
trine seemed vague and in-
definite to many Negro lead-
ers.
Race problems have had a
prominent place on the Su-
preme Court's docket this
term, as they have had for
the past several years.
The most important deci
813,000 Negroes. Trouble
could come this summer. Ur-
ban League Director Edwin
C. Berry says, "The mood is
more critical than at any time
I've ever seen it."
Englewood, N. J. — Since
September, 1961, Negroes
have protested alleged "de
facto" segregation that turned
one school's enrollment into
98 per cent Negro because the
neighborhood was heavily Ne-
gro. There have been demon-
strations, sit-ins, rallies and
economic boycotts.
In almost every big city of
the nation with a large con-
centration of Negroes there
was unrest. The situation in
the South was being used by
Negroes everywhere as a
springboard for demonstrat-
ing against local conditions.
An estimated 1,548,000 Ne-
groes are eligible to vote in 11
Southern states.
This number has grown in
most of these states, sharply
in some, because of active vot-
er registration campaigns
which also have flared into vio-
lence and sparked demonstra-
tions in such places as Green-
wood, Miss.
The effects of the new inte-
gration drive will certainly
have on the 1964 presidential
campaign were being studied
by seasoned nolitical nlenrers
on both Democratic and Re-
oublican
Some Negro groups have
corsisteetly aecosed the Ken-
nedy administration of failing
to produce no civil riehts
promises. They were turning
on the pressure to get as much
as passible from both politic-al
cc-ems. The time was ripe for
collecting favors.
President Kennedy's grow-
ing concern over the race sit-
(ration is as nne close aide put
it, twofold: "To prevent future
violence. and to assure equal
rights for all Americans — not
only in the cauth, but in the
North as well."
The urgency lies in probing
for the answer to what should
be done about it. Kennedy is
convinced that legislation is
"naive" about Negro attitudes
caught the headlines.
But perhaps a more import-
ant remark by Baldwin was
overlooked. He said the con-
versations were, hopefully, the
start of a dialogue that would
lead to better understanding.
PROGRESS AND PROBLEMS
The dialogue between whites
and Negroes is sometimes
painful. It does not exist in
many parts of the South.
Whites who held a firm
grip on the Southern politi-
cal structure found themselves
negotiating with Negro lead-
ers who used the threat of
massive Negro demonstrations
as a bargaining club.
Lunch counters were quick-
ly desegregated in Lynch-
burg, Va., hotels in Charlotte,
N. C., swimming pools in Dur-
ham, N. C. and Memphis,
Tenn. Motion picture theaters
in Norfolk and Portsmouth,
Va, quietly dropped their ra-
cial bars. In Philadelphia an
agreement was reached to
hire qualified Negroes at a
school construction site —
after a week of angry picket-
ing by civil rights advocates,
including women with baby
carriages. There were scores
of injuries as police tried to
control the mob which grew
daily.
LED THE WAY
There were other tinder-
boxes, North and South. Some
of them:
Tallahassee, Fla. — Again
it was younger Negroes who
led the way in marches pro-
testing movie theater segre-
gation. Tear gas was used to
break up one protest. More
than 250 demonstrators were
arrested.
Greensboro, N. C. — Negro
demonstrations broke out in
Greensboro, Raleigh, Dunham,
Fayetteville and High Point,
aimed at all forms of segre-
gation. More than 3,000 were
arrested — 1,000 in Durham,
another 1,300 in Greensboro.
Truces were called while ne-
gotiators tried to head off new
outbursts, and possible vio-
lence.
Columbia, S. C. — Negro
leaders in South Carolina,
where one Negro quietly en-
tered Clemson college but
public schools remain rigidly
segregated, called a "summit"
meeting for June 5. They 
ler applies to schools.
While federal district judges
were to plan some sort of have discretion in fashioning
hardly tne end-ait aolution,
he contemplates other possi-
bilities — personal appeals,
meetings with governors and
businessmen — and, when all
"action" to push for desegre-
gation in eight cities.
Chicago — Civil rights lead-
sion was handed down May
27 in a case involving gradual
desegregation of Memphis
parks and playgrounds.
The court ruled unanimous-
ly that the "deliberate speed"
doctrine which it built into
school desegregation in 1955
not only does not apply to
parks but it probably no long-
remedies in all these situa-
tions, the opinion said, lower
courts most bear in mind
ers sense a mounting tide of that constitutional rights are
impatience among the city's to be enjoyed now. Individual
liberties are not vague prom-
ises and they are not to be
denied merely because to
grant them is not universally
acceptable, the opinion said.
NATION'S TWO TOP RACISTS GET TOGETHER
The nation's top racist governors, Mis-
sissippi's Ross Barnett (left), and George
Wallace of Alabama, are shown at a Mont-
gomery, Ala., reception while their res-
pertive states remain in throes of racial
violence. The recent outbreaks that erupt-
ed in Jackson. Miss., have brought national
focus to the capital city.
lists Deerfield And Suburbs
"We have no right to I
keep Negroes out of sub-
urbs. A healthy, metropoli-
tan community requires
genuine integration ef our
peoples, with color banished
as a standard of segregation,"
declared Matthew Ahmann,
executive director of the Na-
tional Catholic Conference for
Interracial Justice speaking be-
fore the Deerfield Citizens
for Human Rights at the Ma-
plewood School in Deerfield.
Deerfield is the suburb
north of Chicago which re-
ceived national headlines
when it .condemned property
for a park after it became
known that a group of pri-
vate developers was going to
construct an integrated hous-
ing project.
"Every man has the right
to freedom of residence and
to Choose a home in the cir-
cumstances and environment
he wants for himself and his
family," he continued.
"It is a right which must
be guaranteed by the state, for
it is a right, which if circum-
scribed, attacks the family—
the very basis of a healthy
society."
Ahmann and his orgzmiza-
tion spearheaded the recently
held National Conference on
Religion and Race in Chicago
last January.
Approximately 1,000 of the
nation's top clerical and lay
leaders of the Protestant, Cath-
olic and Jewish faiths conven-
ed in an effort to resolve ra-
cial problems and to achieve
racial justice.
Referring to the condeninee
lion proceedings, Ahmann said
that if the Deerfield matter
becomes dead in the courts, it
will become more keenly than
ever a problem of conscience.
FEEL DIRTY INSIDE
"No man or woman in Deer-
field can afford to have a clean
conscience over what all know
in their hearts was a deliber-
ate effort to keep Negro fam-
ilies out of Deerfield—nothing
less. Inside we must feel a
little dirty until this perverse
record is corrected."
He said the Supreme Court
might reverse the condemna-
tion, but that it would not
get at the problem of consci-
ence.
"Acts of the state and acts
of the courts are necessary to
protect the rights of people
to choose their housing free-
ly," Ahmann added.
He said there were several
actions which could be taken
in an effort to do the right
thing.
"The village and the park
board can decide, if they win
the court suit, to sell the prop-
erty back to the developer.
Already the park board has
decided not to exercise its
option on one of the plots in-
volved in the referendum, and
town-houses are being built
on the site. Perhaps wide-
spread petitions encouraging
resale to the developer might
provide officials with the sup-
port they need to take such
action," Ahmann pointed out.
"If a park is built on the
site, Deerfield citizens must
take some other affirmative
action to make known to Ne-
groes that they are welcome
to move into the community.
"This must be done in con-
crete fashion. Efforts must be
made to make open occupancy
a principle held by this com-
munity; efforts must be made
to find house e available to
Negro families; efforts must
be made to find the financing
which willenable Negro fam-
ilies to buy those houses.
FEAR
"Only a community of fear
will refuse to act. If the re-
ligious and democratic con-
victions we share mean any-
thing we must have the cour-
age, not just to maintain law
and order, but to create sit-
uations which will make ra-
cial integration and housing
freedom a reality.
"A community of people,
such as the citizens of Deer-
field, responsible for a major
public scandal, with guilty
conscience within each mail,
has a special responsibility to
confess its guilt and mistake,
and take steps to expiate the
wrong which was done.
"This wrong was done to the
people of Deerfield and the
reputation of the city; this
wrong was done to Negro cit-
izens: this wrong was done to
all of us. It was not a private
sin, but as brazen as the action
of Bull Connor in Birming-
ham. Steps must be taken to
right the wrong," Ahmane
concluded.
Hawaii Takes No Chances On Bias,
Passes Law Though Not Needed
(Special to the Defender)
•
HO
new 50th state appears to
want to forestall any ugly
growth of inequality rather
than waiting for it to de-
velop and become a problem.
Hawaiians pride themselves
on the fact that minorities of
all kinds—racial, religious or
national—enjoy freedom and
a feeling of belonging in Ha-
waii.
Negroes, Orientals and Cau-
casians find that Hawaii is
comparatively idyllic as re-
gards people of different races
and colors living together in
relative harmony.
But despite this situation,'
the island's Democratic state-
controlled legislature has pass-
ed a fair employment prac-
tices bill, which some wit-
nesses, mainly from business
circles, testified was entirely
unnecessary in Hawaii,
'MATTER OF PRINCIPLE'
However, the legislature
went ahead and passed the bill
as a "matter of policy and
principle."
It has been in the matter of
housing that racial discrimina-
tion has been most often met
with. Some landlords objected
to having Negroes and some-
times other mirorities as ten-
ants The island's Negro popu-
lation in the 1960 census was
given as 4,943.
Of this number, 1,000 Negro
families consist of servicemen.
Hawaii's total population is
only 632,772, making its Ne-
gro population much less than
1 per cent of the population.
ALL-WHITE CLUB
The most exclusive club in
the island is the Pacific Club,
which has an all-white mem-
bership policy. But one of its
members decided to crack the
all-Caucasian bar. This mem-
ber said:
"Local lawyer Masaji Mom-
muto was an Associate Justice
of the Supreme Court of Ha-
waii. He had no desire to be-
come a member of the club,
but some of us decided to try
to make him a member.
"He agreed to becoming a
participant in the test case.
The test case failed, but we are
sure that some other non-Cau-
casian will try again."
Although no non-Caucasian
has ever been a member of
the club, several-non-whites
have frequently been guests at
club functions.
In the field of employment,
it is felt that the new fair em-
ployment law will see the re-
moval of racial designations
in employment ads.
Some of these ads in the
past have specified "Oriental
preferred," "Japanese prefer-
red."
Commenting on the racial
situation in the island, a trade
union official said:
"Some Honolulu businesses
owned by Japanese have all
Japanese help. Some owned by
Chinese hire only Chinese.
This was a natural develop-
ment in earlier years When
Orientals were striving to
make their way here against
many odds. They followed the
principle of 'take care of your
own kind first.'"
It is mainly small employers
who specify race, while large
employers seldom if ever men-
tion race in seeking employeeSi:
At the committee hearings
on the fair employment bill,
some persons giving testimony
declared "our enviable race
relations record makes such a
bill unnecessary."
The committee agreed, but
with reservations that the bill
was "needed to protect -even
those few who in isolated in-
stances are discriminated
against."
NO COMMISSION 
.
The hill was sponsored in
the Hawaiian House by 35 of
its 40 Democratic members.
The sponsors were led by the
Speaker of the House, Elmer
Cravalho. Rules of procedure
will soon be drafted for the
new law.
Hawaii will not set up a
commission to administer the
new legislation, but has em-
powered the state's Depart-
ment of Labor and Industrial
Relations enforcement author-
ity.
Violators can he fined up to
$200 for a first offense and
$500 for a second offense. Jail
terms of up to 90 days also can
be imposed. Appeals can he
made to the courts.
The vice chairman of the
•
•
Hawaii Advisory Committee
Co ,.the United States Civil
RifINt Cornitiission, Bernard
Levinson, said what racial dis-
crimination exists in Hawaii
affects mainly Negroes.
The NAACP has a branch in
Hawaii headed by a Chicago
woritan, Mrs. Marva C. Gar-
rett She admits there has been
some discrimination in hous-
ing. !
'NO FUSS ABOUT IT'
"But nobody made any fussdik
about it, because there havellIP
been no Negroes on the street
—they all find places to live,"
she said
There also have been cases
of discrimination by landlords
against non-white servicemen,
according to Navy Lieutenant
Joan Donovan, who heads the
housing office.
"Eighty per cent of the land-
lords agreed to go along with
Us and accept tenants regard-
less of race, creed or national
background," she said. "We
just scratched the others off
our list."
Any landlord who now
wants to join the 250 landlords
who have agreed not to dis-
criminate must give a 100 per
cent pledge that they will not
discriminate in any way
against non-whites.
Hawaii's leading hotels have
a reputation of never discrimigh
nating against anyone oiW
grounds of race.
AM-
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• SPORTS
HORIZON
•
•
•
•
end time in as man, v''"• Al-ler and Johnny Rudd the only Fredrick Brooks, James John- Moody of 
Germantown, Tenn.,
though his average fell a few: exe—ineee.d second basaman Fifty awards were presentedjeat.- 'on, Howard Finley, L. C. Mc- he was selected for the h 
points it was still a resiv•c"hl" in the league polled enough to athletes during Ilie annual Rev. 1,aftiin told the at!,-' on the basis of "exemplar
.341. Tate Wall the only infield- ,,n, r.,. for the keYstene slot to Booker T. Washington High Ides, "You don't have to be Coy and Edward Rainer. Also conduct and performance of
er to win a clear cet berth on be named as the utility in-- School Athletic Banquet lastleu and bnistecious to prove '1'1-yone Caldwell, Johnn Ed- yd
the All-Memphis nine. fellerw rds, Prestlelder from Douglass. lweek. Awards were presented your manhood. You must pre-: the hut-
James Walker. vet-ran Ma- The Most Valuable Player 
duty." Ile attended Melrose
for special PIT' 11101.411TlentS, le , pare to meet 
"I"till" "
r ey Jones, Verdell High school, and is 
1 
. I 'Gray James Godfre ay nd Al- band of the former Miss Doris
nassas catcher, won that Posl- 'roehy went to Tqle and Flu- football, basketball, baseball other areas of life when your . . ' , . :
tion in a walk. Walker. a aond.banks was equally rewarded and track field events. playing days are over" 
fi edo Val nado. Al. Howard of Blytheville.
receiver with an accurate for tieing r/socen the Most Out- Guest speaker was Rev. Fred Lofton was introduced l ,
throwing arm, cot off to a slow standing Pitcher. C. Lofton, a faculty member . Howl Alexander. who presi-
start at the plate but quickly' W. O. Little of Douglass was of Owen College and a former ed the following boys trt, t.
voted the Coach of the Year football player at Morehituae'field awards: J. W. Brown In
award for the second consecu- College in Atlanta. Ga. 100-yard dash in 9.4, which
tive year. Trophies were do- Lofton said: "VIctory is cm- estabished a national record
regular Tiger maskman the past nyded by the Pepsi Cola Bot- portant. No man likes to -lose.. for high school athletes.
three seasons and is a reneater tling Company. I However, you must ask your-! Aubrey Howard received thri1
from last year on the all-league  1 self if you were in the best "sportsmanship" award; How-
tin for grabs at the beginnina
team. 
'White Only' 
,l physical and mental condition . ,Ii d Finley, "most valuable
The shortstop position was i when you were participating in player," Oscar Reed, "outstand-
' the various sports. Nobody ',Ices ing back " and Sammy Reed
of the season because none of . the person who slides by." ."outstanding linesman."
He urged the athletes to de- Gold football emblems Wei,
velop their minds as well as presented to the All-City Foot-
In Raton Rouge their bodies. "Have a high re- • biill teams, orie and two!gard for sports, your fellow Benny Adams, Leonard War,
13ATON ROUGE. La. — (UPI) 
nlayers and even your adver- Narvev Smith, Aubrey Howard.
— Segregation signs were gone 
saries. You must be loyal to tRay James, Howard Finley.
our school in victory or di Sammy Williams, Oscar thee'
from Municipal Building water '-
Fowler was picked a c a first- fountains and public restrooms,
baseman last year. Gifted with
fielder while compiling a .333 rd silent on the subject. De- GOING OUT OF BUSINESSCity-parish officials remain-nuick hands. Fowler was a sere
batting average. Fowler helned segregation of facilities in the 
GRAND OPENING
out as a pitcher and earned Municipal Building and most SALE JUNE 12, 1963a 3-0 record,OUTFIELD of them in the nearby East 
Baton Rouge Parish (county)
hardest hitting trio ever picked 
SOUTHERN CLUBThe outfield is perhaps the Courthouse came to ligt.t.
by the league. LeArthur Taylor
of Douglass is a repeater from
the 1962 select team in center-
Held. Taylor is a good base
runner and snorts a hefty .415
Joining Eubanks are Mel-
••ose's John !sillier and Larry
possesses one of the league's Dailey of Hamilton which gives
stronger throwing arms, how- the trio a 11-1 rrmimri reropi
ever, the lark of enntrol of his Fuller was the workhorse of
arm many times led to errors. the Melrose staff hut had trou-
With another year to ni,v this lale when he toed the rubber
year's experience should prove .,e.ainst Doeglass and Hamilton
invaluable. ;The selection of Dailey was -
The battle for second base' made hard be his infrenuent 'and Eddie Richards.
Sladen got the nod on the fart tlaet he nlaved first b..,"
strength of the 1119"aSsas 5"n- also, however, his two key 
ooke Washington High hall were:was also a close one. Aaron starts, an ankle injury and the Receiving awards in basket-
Prince Davis, Aii.,,,, t Butch,,I., Moody of Memphis has beenior's clutch hitting. Sladen was victories ovnr Tviri.ss•-ts were
season from rightfield to help wac one of the best in the
moved to the infield the east convincing enough that Dailey I re3ents 50 Awards Al Julian Hanks, Walter Cum- selected "Outstanding Airmanplug a gap left by graduation. league. , minas, Ronald Ester, Melvin ,
, • 
Field Maintenance Squadron at
Jacques Tate, only a sopho- wert.TTY ID*.kvr.Pti Carter, Marion Bleviter, LeRoy
more at Douglass. nailed clown! Bethel Harris of Hamilton
the third base slot for the sec- lw-is ni,•keri as a utility outfield- • inner or e es the Blytheville AID Ark. TheWeakley, Robert jefferies son of Mr. and Mrs. ('urtis
found the short fences on the
Manassas campus a favorite
target. Walker has been the
the circuit's eight schools had
a starter returning, thus the
competition was keen for that
berth on the all-star team.
lames Fowler of Doneless
edged James Sandridge of Mel-
rose to become one o, the five
members on the team to repeat.
,1111111111111111111111111111(1111 111111111111•111111111111111111t
The 1963 Tri-State Defender ed swinger on the team- that
Coaches' All • Memphis Prep
League baseball team is a star
studded group headed by seven
members from the champion-
ship Douglass team. Hamilton
placed three players on the all-
star 13-player squad. M
had two performers named
and Melrose one tn complei.e
the group. The team was picked
for the Defender by the Prep
League baseball coaches. Fath-
er Bertrand did not participate
in the voting.
The Tr -State's second year
team is quite an unusual one
because each of the three
pitchers are lefthanders. This
is even more amazing since
there wasn't a .dozen lefthand-
ed hitters throughout t he
league.
INFIELD
Firstbase was a itotly con-
tested position Hoyle Mc-
Cully of Douglass winning out
over James Chaffin of Manas-
sas by a single vote. McCully
was a streak player going three
for three in one game. McCully
is not a pitcher.
Prentice Lyons broke into
the Douglass line-up after
lashing out a triple against
Father Bertrand. Batting in
the clean-up spot Lyons de-
livered some timely hits to help
Douglass win the city title.
While not a superb flychaser
at strange position in left
field, Lyons made a one-hand-
ed catch over his shoulder to
help the Red Devils avoid an
uoset against Melrose. Groom-
ed for a pitching position, Ly-
ons nosted a 2-1 mark in league
activity.
PITCHING'
The southpaw dominated
pitching corps was led by rtt.
ord shattering James Eubanks
of Douglass. '1-tie 6-3 snort ath-
lete broke his former team-
mates recoid when eight game,
were credit to him without a
loss. Eubanks ended his prenl
career with a 12-0 record over
the last two seasons. ALL-MEMPHIS BASEBALL NINE — Nine
of the Tri-State Defender Coaches All-
Memphis team posed for the camera be-
fore heading for their summer vacations.
Kneeling from left are John Fuller, Mel-
rose: LeArthur Taylor and Jacques Tate,
Douglass; and Aaron Sladen. Manassas.
Standing, same order. are Iloyle McCully.
DEFENDER
Prentice Lyons and James Fowler. Doug-
lass, and James Walker. Manassas. Not
pictured are Bethel Harris, Larry Dailey
and L. M. Carroll, Hamilton: James Eu-
banks and Johnny Rudd, Douglass. Tro-
phies were donated by the Pepsi-Cola Bot-
tling conspany. (Photos by Mark Stans-
bury).
MOST VALUABLE MATER — With four
of the All-Memphis baseball players look-
ing on. William 0. little, Coach of the
'ear, of Douglass. presents Jacques Tate
with the Prep lealtUe's "Most ‘'Allia ide
OUTSTANDING
AIRMAN
Airman First
of the Aloill II" a I the 97th
SPECIAL LEARN TO SWIM CLASSES
YMCA ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 South Lauderdale — JA 6-2523
Join your Swim Group Now! Let's learn to sv,im,
swimming is more than recreation it contributes to physical
fitness and healthful Uvula.. It reduces weight natural
and loosen tight muscles
YMCA DAY CAMP
For boys age 6-12 years
9:00 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
MONDAY, THRU FRIDAY
JUNE 10-AUGUST 2, 1963
$3.00 EACH PERIOD
General Swim for Public Pool Admission Fee
6 to 13 yrs. 25c: 14 yrs. and over 50c.
Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri:, and Sat,
igns Mflsen
Police Chief Wingate White
also said two Negro men had
submitted applications to join
the force. He said they were
the first such"-applications since
swat mark. He also bettered he took office.
the .400 average last year. Recommendations of a bi-
Hamilton's L. M. Carroll, racial committee created re-
who almost didn't make the cently by the City-Parish
squad because he divided his Council apparently were re
time between first base and sponsible for the des2.gregation
rightfield, is the only lefthand- moves.
ipmansmainummommus•s••••••
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC ••
i CAR WASH $ ••,
8 A.M.-6 P.M. •
• Sat. or Sun. $1.25
• Sot. Open I A.M. to 6 P.M.
• Sun. Open S A.M. to 2 P.M.
•  Friday •
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
• 3100 Summer at Baltic a
Piommon•s••••■•••••••••■•••••••■•?
Monday
thru
WOLFE
CONSTRUCTION
CO.
NEW BUILDING, REMODELING AND
CUSTOM MADE DEN SPECIALISTS
Kitchens Repaired
NO MONEY DOWN
F.H.A. FINANCED
2609 Supreme 452-6657
GL 8-9152
ALL PRICES SLICED! New,
Upholstered, Used Furniture
And Appliances. Terms To Suit You
SOUTHERN UPHOLSTERY
& SALVAGE
3195 FORD ROAD
•••••
Cactus Jack
*Foreign
*Sports
Cars
Bank
Financing
95 So. Lauderdale Street
Phone 525-4721
850 S. Third at Crump
Dance from 8: P.M. Till 4: A.M.
with
JEWELL BRISCOE AND HIS BAND
Featuring:
THE JEB STUART AND S. R. ISAAC HAYS
YOUNGSTOWN - RECORDING - ARTIST
PLUS MANY MORE ATTRACTIONS
OPEN WED - THRU - SUN.
MINNOWS
WEST MEMPHIS FISHMAN & PICNI
STOP
ONE STOP COMPLETES YOUR WANTS
FOR A DAY OF ENJOYMENT FOR THE
4)4111111SION
NIC-NAC GROCERY
LINE and SINKER SHOP OPEN 24 HOURS
2222 EAST BROADWAY RE 5-1197
NOT THE LARGEST JUST THE NICEST
SPECIALS
FISHING POLES
35c and 50c
COLLAPSIBLE FISH BASKETS
$3.95
FISHING LICENSE FOR THE
TRIP or ANNUAL
Class Joseph .
Page 11
third sackers award from left are James
Player" trophy. Admiring the Douglass
Arthur Taylor of Douglass and John Eul-
Walker and Aaron Sladen, Manassas; Le-
ler of Melrose.
..„Gllarys GIN
"the world agrees on'OILBEY'S, pleases!"
dry,
smooth,
flavorful
I air:0,inch! tondo nii Gin 90 Pan Neutrol Spirits A A. Cho. ltd.,
A - 1
1962 IMPALA, P.S., Radio $2195
1959 CHEV. BEL-AIR, 2-Door Hard Top,
Automatic, Radio & Heater $895
1960 PLYMOUTH FURY
Hard Top, Radio & Heater $1090
1961 LeSABRE, BUICK Cony.
Radio & Heater, P.S., Brakes $2195
1960 PLYMOUTH VALIANT WAGON,
4-Door, Radio & Heater . $1095
1960 STARLINER, Radio & Heater,
Automatic, Air-Condition $1795
1956 OLDS, Hard Top, Radio & Heater, '-
Automatic $395
1961 FALCON, 2-Door,
Radio & Heater, Automatic
1956 VOLKSWAGEN,
Radio & Heater, Sharp
1958 "T" BIRD, Radio & Heater,
Automatic, Air-Condition
$1195
$1798
$1795,
FINANCING NO PROBLEM
WE OWN CUR OWN FINANCE CO.
HULL - DOBBS CO.
3RD & GAYOSO OPEN NITES JA 6-8871
DOUTHIT CARROLL PONT. CO
1011 Union & 3967 Highway
South, Whit•havan
THE CLEANEST CARS IN TOWN
FREE OIL CHANGE FOR THE LIFE OF CAR WARRANTY
4.000 MILES OR 90 DAYS
AS LOW AS $100 00 DOWN
1962 RAMBLER AMBASSADOR 4 Dr.
P.S. & Brakes One
Owner and Perfect 
1957 FORD 9 Pass. Wagon
Extra Sharp
$199500
,650°0
1959 PONT. 4 Dr. Bonneville
Sharp 3 To Choose 51495"
1960 CADILLAC 4 Dr.
Loaded Plus Factory Air
Memphis Driven $289500
1959 OLDS. 884 Dr.
Factory Air One Owner $149509
1957 CADILLAC 4 Dr.
Factory Air Cream Puff S 1095N
I 100 MORE TO CHOOSE FROMBUY FROM US YOUR FRIENDS DO
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One of the longest and most
successful teaching careers in
the history of the Memphis
public schools came to a close
last week with the announce-
Mrs. Alzora Haste Retires After
Teaching More Than 45 Years
Mrs. Haste's retirement from
the school system became offi-
cial last week at the close of
the 1962-63 school term.
The veteran teacher had
taught at one school, Booker
T. Washington and its parent
school the former Kortrecht
High School, for more than 45
years. She was one of the most
widely - known public school
teachers in the Mid-South. Her
former students are scattered
all over the nation and many
other parts of the world.
STARTED EARLY
Born in Brownsville, Tenn.,
Mrs. Haste has lived most of
her life in Memphis. A versa-
tile nerson and intensely in-
terested in all forms of educa-
tion, she graduated early from
the city's public schools, in-
cluding Kortreeht High. Imme-
diately upon graduating from
Kortrocht she successfully
passed the then required exam-
ination for teachers, and re-
.• ceived quick appointment to
begin a career that was to ex-
tend almost half a century.
She Was active in religious
and social circles in Memphis,
having sung with the Univer-
sity of West Tennessee Ensem-
hle, directed by Dr. M. K. Link.
Mrs. Haste was one of the
groun's leading soloists. She
graduated from the Julia Hooks
school of Music in 1915, and
became one of the city's best-
known piano teachers.
frnent of the retirement of Mrs.Mzora. Haste, 704 Edith ave.,long-time member of the fac-
ulty of Booker T. Washington
High School.
MRS. A. E. HASTE
Negro Ambassador To
Norway Honored At BU
BOSTON, Mass. - Clifton
Reginald Wharton Ne g ro
American and U. S. Amba-ssa-
dor to Norway, was among 10
distinguished Americans who
received honorary degrees
from Boston University last
Wednesday.
A graduate of the Boston
University School of Law, Am-
bassador Wharton is a career
diplomat with 38 years of
service in the U. S. Foreign
Service.
Before his appointment to
U. S. Ambassador to Norway
by President Kennedy, he had .
served as Chief of Mission;
with the tit:e of Envoy Extra- ,
ordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary in Bucharest, Ruman-
ia.
FOUNDATION WORK
CARPENTRY
LEVEL FLOORS
REPAIR SILL
JOISTS and PIERS
FOR SERVICE CALL
FA 3-5870
Promoted to Career Min-
ister in 1959, he was an al-
ternate representative of the
United Nations to the 16th
session of the United States
Generpl Assembly.
THE CITATION
Hi= citation for the honor-
ary Doctor of Laws degree
read: "Graduate cum laude of
Boston University's School of
Law, captain of Boston Uni-
versity's first track team, ca-
e'gn sarv:ce officerfor
thirty-eicht year s, United
States Ambassador to Norway.
You have rendered distinguish-
ed service to your country by
eloquent presentation of the
meaning and worth of Ameri-
can culture to many nations,
and by devoting your profes-
sional life to the promotion of
international understanding."
Others receiving honorary
degrees from President Harold
C. Case were Francis Keppel,
U. S. Commissioner of educa-
tion: Ma]colm P. Aldrich, pres-
ident of the Commonwealth
Fund and prominent business
cs7ciaitive• Dear. Gera ge Pack-
_ cultural Council and the Ten-
In 1927 she graduated from
Hend,e on Business College.
In 1932 she completed the
courses at Gorine Beauty Col-
lege. In 1932 she also graduated
with high honors from Le-
Moyne College where she re-
ceived her Bachelor of Arts
degree.
In 1949 she received the
,Master of Arts degree from
I Ag.I State University in Nash-
ville.
I She was a veteran teacher of
I mathematics, primarily Alge-
bra, and later became one of
the city's best-known teachers
of English. She was regarded
las one of the city's most ver-
GENTLE AND BRAVE WARRIOR
Author Sarah Patton Boyle, who wrote "The Desegregated
Heart," was honored along with Georgia State Senator
Leroy Johnson at the NAACP's sixth annual national
Freedom Fund Dinner in New York City recently. Here
Mrs. Boyle is shown receiving her citation from Bishop
Stephen Gill Spottswood, chairman of the NAACP's Na-
tional Board of Directors. -(Bagwell Photo I
LeMoyne Offers
Accounting In
Summer School
Two Memphians who attend-
ed previous basic accounting
classes at LeMoyne College
have enrolled for the summer
course which will be held on
Wednesday evenings, 8:30 to
9:30, beginning June 19 and
continuing through Aug. 7.
They are Mrs. Josephine
Williams, bookkeeper for Nu-
Way Garage, 855 Porter, and
Vashon Hardy, propreitor of a
grocery at 2066 Nedra ave.
Both say they have received
valuable knowledge and infor-
mation from these courses.
The basic accounting course
is designed for persons engaged
in some phase of business and
deals with theory and princi-
'sante teachers. She is a devout plea of elementary bookkeep-
Ca t ho ii c. Her hobbies are, ing and techniques of good of-
reading and travel. fice procedure. It is offered
on a non-credit basis.
The course should prove of
interest to bookkeepers, secre-
taries, accountants, cashiers,
isalesmen, purchasing agents,
lowners and managers, clerks,
i general office workers and in-
surance personnel.
; Instructor will be Otha L
:Brandon certified public ac-
countant and business mana-
ger of LeMoyne.
1Javits Foresees
ace Riots In
!In York City'
, WASHINGTON - (UPI) -
Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y.,
said there is a danger that
New York City will see a race
riot because "all the material
is there."
Javits, on his weekly tele-
Final plans are being made in Chicago for
the second annual golf tournament of the
Choi-settes Ladies Golf club, which will
be played June 22-23 at Pipe-O-Peace
Golf Course in the Windy City. Above
Choi-settes' officials meet with represen-
tatives of the Coca-Cola Bottling company
of Chicago, which serves as a co-sponsor
of the golfing event. From left, the con-
ferees are Jim Brown, public relations re-
presentative, Joe Sinopoli, plant manager,
for Coca-Cola in Chicago. Mrs. Mary Camp-
bell, Chol-setts tournament director, and
Mrs. Naomi Sanford, club president.
lassified Ads . . .
Apts. For Rent For Sale Misc.
FURNISHED ROOM WITH HAT.!'.
bath.wa ler gi Sante furnished Phone
Blt 5-7124.
NEWLY DECORATED TWO ROOM
APARTMENT FOR RENT AT 665
S. WELLINGTON, UPSTAIRS, $25.00.
Water furnished. Call BR 2-21 15.
3-ROOM APT. BRICK DUPLEX VERY
NICE. $40.00. CALL WH 6.6645 or
JA 6-2880. Mr. E. L. Young.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS
2 Ige. unfurn. rms. for rent
WTI 2.3937, call after 5 p.m.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
2 Ise. unfurnished rooms for rent.
W11 2-3937. call after 5 p.m.
PRINTING SHOP FOR RENT
Fully Equipped. Cylinder Pres.; Two
t 2 Job Presses. call FA 7-5148 for
A good deal.
Business Services
COMPLIMENTARY
IF YOU HAVE RUGS OR CARPETS
that you would like Instalied wall
to wall or cleaned. Call Bob Miller
fiir free estimate. GL 8-0702.
Furn. For Sale
ONE BOOK CASE, RED, COMPI.ETE
mattress and spring. one Irene,.
2 chest of drawers, one washing ma-
chine. One dinette set. one sewing
machine, CALL BR 62370. 2152
Piedmont Si.
PRIVATE PARTY WOULD LIKE TO
meek*ne a home Mr In falr condi-
tion. Call JAelition 6-13397.
3 DINETTE SUITS $34.95 to $59.95
Call 323:5545
2 -BARBECITE GRILLS $9.95 EA.
Call 323-4545
WE HAVE YORK. FEDDERS AND
Gihson Air Conditioners cheap
Fayette 4-H er Call 323.4545
• For Sale Misc.
!"Tempers are very high and m A Wins Cotton FOR SI.E;vision program. said that 131
that there is a whole group of • 
Phone WH 2-4332
DEEP FREEZERS-560 00 and up
incendiary situations."
Cj Contest
letting of maior chain stores in
the South "could easily touch
off a confrontation between a
,large number of Negroes and
1 the police with untold con-
sequences."
HOUSE FOR SALE
KNOB • HILL SUBDIVISION
3 Bedroom, brick. Large, corner lot. $1500 for
$2,500 equity. 41 2°0 G.1. Loan, or $315 down
Owner will pay half of closing on F.H.A. Loan.
HERBERT HELTON
2501 Sherrie Street
FA 3-0132
Melvin Dorse, 4-H Club
memb-r from Fayette county.
won first place last week in
the 1962 Cotton Production
contest. The contest was spon-
d h th T nnessee Agri-
Berry, Harvard University nessee Agricultural Extension
Medical School; Mrs. Mildred service.
Buchanan Flagg, writer and Melvin is a member of the
jBllecturer: William J. Scar-
'trough, president of Baker !completed 
4-H Club. lie has
12 projects and has
taken an active part in both
his club and county 4-H activi-
, dist Church, Syracuse; Joseph 
itiells'Bishop W. Ralph Ward, Metho- His yield was 1.092 nounds 
of lint or two bales per acre.Willen executive vice pres. His award was a 850 Unitedident, Federation of Jewish States saving bond. In addition,
his net income f-om the acre
of cotton was $257.
He planted 16 pounds of
pope seeds, and fertilized the
field with 200 pounds of 6-12-
12 and 250 pounds of ammoni-
um nitrate, in accordance with
soil test recommendations.
Fair Hiring
University, Kansas: Frank
Stanton, president of Colum-
bia Broadcasting System;
Philanthropies, and Pauline
Frederick, National Broadcast-
, ing Company radio and tele-
vision news commentator.
RONALD SHEPARD
Home Service Manager
r-.
•
( 
J & P FURNITURE
AND APPLIANCES
2451 PARK AVE.
INTRODUCING A FIRST
FOR MEMPHIS!
OUR NEW HOME SERVICE
DEPT. FEATURING!
NO DOWN PAYMENT
WITH EASY BUDGET TERMS
NORGE
APPLIANCES
All Type Of
Fine Furniture
To Choose From
Courtesy Car Available
Courteous Negro Salesmen To Serve You
Come or Call FA 7-7886
Parley Set
For St. Louis
• OAS RANGES - $29.00 up PHONE
WH 2.4332
Pni7,4"";;PK!4.3t.:117,1t"Bi137,7:1.`o,
ANS. The term "LORD'S DAY-
occurs in the New TESTAMENT once.
REV. 1,10i. In other New Testa-
ment texts we are told that the day
of which Jesus is Lord. Is the Sab-
bath day. "The Son of Man is Lord
even 2of the Sabbath Day." Malt. 12:8.
PRIZE WINNERS
3. IF:11i1Z'art'l':. Slia7t7M 
$4.00
$5.001. 1,!,, Mildred r.,Clack
.2. Mrs. 51agnolla Russell
$2.50
Notasulge. Ala.
1. Nfrs. Henry Bond
2Entries are now being accept:$1 1:(5
Memphis. Tenn
5. nMoistekhre.11 ABliairnette
TOM JACKSON'S second BIBLE QUIZ.
Sc brings complete dete11/5.
TOM JACKSON
32 SWEET AVENUE
BIRMINGHAM 7. ALA.
, WASHINGTON, D. C. -Vice
President Lyndon B. Johnson
has announced that a regional
equal employment opoortunitY
conference will be held in St.
Louis. June 26.
Community leaders from
five states - Arkansa,. Kans-
as, Missouri, Nebraska and
iii'ennessee - have been invited
to participate in the conference,
the announcement said.
The Vice President, chair-
man of the President's Com-
mittee on Equal Employment
Opportunity, and Hobart Tay-
lor, Jr., executive vice chair-
man of the Committee will par-
ticipate.
Purpose of the conference is
(I) to inform community lead-
ers about new job importuni-
ties resulting from President
Kennedy's Executive Order
10925 to insure equal employ-
ment opportunity in the Fed-
eral government and by gov-
ernment contractors without
regard to race, creed, color or
national origin, and (2) to ob-
tain the advice and support
of "grass moth" community
leaders for increasing equal
employment opportunity at
local levels.
WIN CASH PRIZES FOR PARTICI.
paling in a series of Bible Quiz..
Sweepstake, and magazine eubscrlp-
tion promotions. 50 brings you com-
plete details from
TOM JACKSON (Dept. F1
32 Sweet Avenue. Birmingham 7, al..
5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road north of
Highway 64 nr. Ellenda le can be
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George
GIbbt Jr.
PACKARD SHIRTS - TAIT,OR MADE
No Mee too large or too email
Mason, Orthoreut. and Chas. Chester
Shoe Re preeenta live.
Call WH 2-4513 Bruce N. Boyd, Sr.
CA DILLACS - 55 hard top converti-
bles, power. air conditioned. Call JA 7-
8511. $495 cash or terms.
FOR SALE
WRINGER WASHER $39.00 and up
Phone WH 2-4332.
killt SALE
REFRIGERATORS $19.00 and up
WH 24332
FOR SALE
T.V. SETS - $69.00 up - PHONE
WH 2-4332
Help Wanted
WANTED
MAN WITH ('AR OR STATION
WAGON
MUST RE A co-GETTEn
To deliver and sell papers weekly
New P':7 p"elgnirir1atePubl i 7omPany 
236 South Wellington Street
GUARANTEED N. Y. LIVE-IN jobs.
535-555 wk. are advanced. Mallory
Agency, 576 51errick Rd., Lynbrook,
N. Y
GOOD MAN NEEDS WORK AS CUR
ter or restaurant worker.
WH 6-0687
YARD WORK for MEN FOR um of
HOUSE. Must have other job. -House
work for wife - Ph. EV 6-4618
NICE HOME FOR RENT
3 LARGE ROOMS - HALF BATH.
retired or settled couple. Near popu-
lar buil line. Stove FURNISHED.
BR 2-3237
HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWN-ER
1267 Worthington St.
3 Bedroom Brick. Call BR 4-4203,
for appointment.
WAYNE'S-
SHOE 160
BealeSTORE St.
COME IN
SEE
FREEMAN
SHOES
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-14.50
CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
Help Wanted Instructions
RAGSDALE EMPLOY 51 ENT
Lie. Beauty °praetor to WOI k In
Whit, Beauty MOP
Maid Comb $25 wk
Short Order Cook 520 Up
Maids - Colic 
JA 5-4589
WOMAN DESIRES JOB AS MAID OR
babyaitter five days a week. Call'
(IL 84561.
W UULD LIRE WORK AS COMMON
ironer or keep children.
('all: %NH 5-2181
Homeworkers Wanted:
We will nest you toe corn mete names
and add: eases of 50 u.s. firms tnat
AN UNTAPPED 'Special Services
PIANO, VOICE AND CHARM
classes. Private or groups. Spec ,
rate to school children. Z. Lots RI,
1616 South Parkway East, Pho.-
275-0435
Situation Wanted
PER BEA uTiciANh
wants lob as enampooer in white
shoo or as seamstress. JA 3.2664.
Keep children in home for working
mothers-by the day, week, or month.
Cal FA 4.5160 for information.
12,. and Mrs. I.. VV. Meyers
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen and saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis maiket
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
an the dollar. '
THE TRI STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
MampLis, Tenn.
• 111111 Fit olthERS %% ANTED
We will send you the names and
add resees of 50 US. firms that UR-
GENTLY NEED HOMEWORKERS for
only 250 postpaid! Rosh your Mine.
address. and 25c today to Farmer 210
TS Fifth Ave.. New York 10, N.Y.
Piano Tuned. Have your piano tuned
like new. ran BR 2.7644 for service.
Only 51050.
MASTER YOUR PROBLEMS BY
"Divine Meta-physics" for advice
and guidance to your Problems. Send
birthdate. 3 questions and $2 00 to
William H. Felton, PaD . 2473 Sev-
enth Ace. New York 30, New York.
THIS •
tit AR AN fir,ED N.1. LIVE-IN
Jobs $35-$55 wk Fare, advanced
Lynbrook, N Y.
Mallory A genc y 576 Merrick Rd.. SPACE IS
WOMAN EXP. IN HOSPITAL WORK
CALL,
452.1831
NEGRO WOMAN EXP. FACTORY olt
BABY BITTING. CALL:
JA 5-7919
NEGRO WOMAN WANTS FIVE DAYS
work-private home
948-1273
EXPERIENCED MAID, NURSE
Ironer. City references. 5 days a
week. JA 7-91)43.
CAPITOL LOANS
138 BEALE STnEET
MONEY LOANED ON
Articles of Value
Diamonds
Jewelry
Watches
Golf Clubs
Shotguns-Tools
 leomb
FOR
ADVERTISER
COLETTA'S
TAILORS
129 Beale
Tuxedo Rentals For
PROM ANNIVERSARIES
WEDDINGS
COMPLETE ACCESSORIES
FORMAL BALLS
525-9395
NATHAN'SLOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SNOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU ISNOW SI1E IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis-
sippi Stale Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in bad health: Are you discourageeie
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MAI/AM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis-
sippi State Line on the way to Hernando. her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSolo Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus mmked Whitebaven Slate Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and ace
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MAI/AM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
0
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